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REMOTE WORK AS AN ACCOMMODATION FOR
EMPLOYEES WITH DISABILITIES
Stacy A. Hickox & Chenwei Liao
ABSTRACT

Remote work allows employees to work despite geographic and
family limitations, and has proved essential during the COVID-19
pandemic.1 For employees with disabilities, remote work can mean the
difference between working and being unemployed, because they may
need to work from home because of their limitations. 2 A review of 125
court claims seeking remote work as an accommodation shows that
employers have resisted providing remote work arrangements to
employees with disabilities for four main reasons, often preventing remote
work even where physical presence is not essential for performance of the
job duties.3 This paper proposes a new approach to remote work as an
accommodation based on Stone & Colella's model, 4 while explicating
four factors that may influence its success, including the attributes of
employees with disabilities, co-workers and supervisors, as well as
organizational characteristics. 5 If the feasibility of remote work as an
accommodation were analyzed in light of these four factors, utilizing the
wealth of research on what makes remote work successful, employees
with disabilities would have more equitable access to work that can be
performed at home. 6

1. Katherine Guyot & Isabel V. Sawhill, Telecommuting will likely continue long after the
pandemic, BROOKINGS (Apr. 6, 2020), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/04/06
/telecommuting-will-likely-continue-long-after-the-pandemic/.
2. Nicole Buonocore Porter, Accommodating Everyone, 47 SETON HALL L. REV. 85, 107
(2016).
3. See infra Parts I.B.2-I.B.5.
4.

Dianna L. Stone & Adrienne Colella, A Model of Factors Affecting the Treatment of

Disabled Individualsin Organizations,21 ACAD. MGMT. REv. 352, 356-59 (1996).
5.

See infra Part It.

6. See infra Parts II-III.
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INTRODUCTION

Employees with disabilities continue to be denied the opportunity to
work remotely despite their right to be accommodated under the
7
Americans with Disabilities Act (hereinafter "ADA"). Conversely, the
COVID-19 pandemic has provided ample evidence of the feasibility of
more flexible and non-standard work arrangements, including remote
work.' Companies like Facebook report that remote workers perform
"better than expected," leading to an expansion of permanent remote work
for its employees.9 Whether by choice or necessity, today's employers
are becoming more and more creative in offering different forms of work
arrangements, 10 and remote work is generally considered part of a
business strategy as well as an employee benefit." But will a shift in
employer attitudes and the experiences of the COVID-19 pandemic lead
to wider acceptance of remote work as a reasonable accommodation for
people with disabilities?" Such a shift would be a significant step in
promoting "disability rights as a matter of justice," and removing the
13
"structures that continue to segregate and stigmatize" them.
This paper explores the availability of remote work, otherwise
known as telework, telecommuting, or virtual work, all of which refer to

7. Robert Iafolla, Work at Home Gets Skeptical Eye From Courts as Disability Issue,
BLOOMBERG L. (Feb. 21, 2019), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/work-at-homegets-skeptical-eye-from-courts-as-disability-issue.
8. See David Rice, Looking Ahead: Coping with a Second Wave of Coronavirus, HR
EXCHANGE NETWORK (June 4, 2020), https://www.hrexchangenetwork.com/employee-engagement
/articles/looking-ahead-coping-with-a-second-wave-of-coronavirus; Shelly Banjo et al., Coronavirus
Forces World's Largest Work-From-Home Experiment,

BLOOMBERG (Feb. 3, 2020, 4:00 PM),

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-02/coronavirus-forces-world-s-largest-workfrom-home-experiment.
9. Kate Conger, Facebook StartsPlanningforPermanent Remote Workers, N.Y. TIMES (May
21, 2020), https://nyti.ms/3e5PGku.
10. DENISE M. ROUSSEAU, I-DEALS: IDIOSYNCRATIC DEALS EMPLOYEES BARGAIN FOR
THEMSELVES 111 (2005).

.

11. Gayle Cinquegrani, Virtual Jobs Benefit Employers as Well as Workers, BLOOMBERG L.
(June 13, 2016), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/virtualjobs-benefit-employers7
as-well-as-workers7context=search&index=
may make the world more accessible, BBC (May
coronavirus
Why
Keegan,
12. See Matthew
5
14, 2020), https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200 13-why-the-coronavirus-can-make-the-worldpeople that you can be trapped at home, by no
shown
has
pandemic
this
more-accessible ("Hopefully
fault of your own, and you can still contribute."); Geri Stengel, Working From Home Opens The Door
To Employing People With Disabilities, FORBES (Apr. 20, 2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites
/geristengel/2020/04/20/working-from-home-opens-the-door-to-employing-people-with-disabilities
/#45c9585214bf.
13. Samuel Bagenstos, DisabilityRights and the Discourseof Justice, 73 SMU L. REV. 26, 34
(2020).
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a work arrangement where the employee performs work duties at a
location other than the property maintained by her employing
organization.14 Remote work also can be defined as work "involving an
absence from the traditional office for a portion of the work week, while
interacting through communication technology." 15 Allowance of remote
work became increasingly common even before the COVID-19 pandemic
because of advances in technology 16 and the preferences of employees."
In sharp contrast, this review of litigation under the ADA shows the
reluctance of courts to require that employers allow remote work by
employees with disabilities, despite its numerous advantages for them and
for the employer. 18
Despite its increasing availability, especially during the COVID-19
pandemic, some employers continue to have concerns about allowing
employees to work remotely. 19 This concern has impacted courts'
willingness to require remote work as an accommodation under the ADA,
even when technological advancements, training, and changes in
management techniques can address at least some of those concerns. 20
Despite the requirement under the ADA to provide remote work as an
accommodation2 1 and its potential benefit to people with disabilities,
many courts have been unwilling to order remote work as a reasonable
accommodation. 22 Courts have failed to consider the research on the
viability of remote work for all employees in determining whether remote
work is a reasonable accommodation under the ADA.2 3 This oversight is
14. Valerie J. Morganson et al., Comparing Telework Locations and Traditional Work
Arrangements: Differences in Work-Life Balance Support, Job Satisfaction, and Inclusion, 25 J.

MANAGERIAL PSYCH., 578, 578-79 (2010).
15. Timothy D. Golden & Allan Fromen, Does It Matter Where Your Manager Works?
Comparing Managerial Work Mode (Traditional, Telework,

Virtual) Across Subordinate Work

Experiences and Outcomes, 64 HuM. RELS. 1451, 1453 (2011).
16. Id. at 1452.
17. Barbara A.W. Eversole et al., Creating a Flexible Organizational Culture to Attract and
Retain Talented Workers Across Generations, 14 ADVANCES DEVELOPING HuM. RES. 607, 613
(2012).
18. See infra Table 2.
19. See Carrie Griffin Basas, Back Rooms, Board Rooms-Reasonable Accommodation and
Resistance Under the ADA, 29 BERKELEY J. EMP & LAB. L. 59, 83-84 (2008).
20.

Brianne M.

Sullenger,

Telecommuting: A Reasonable Accommodation

Under the

Americans with Disabilities Act as Technology Advances, 19 REGENT U. L. REV. 537, 537 (2006).
21. Basas, supra note 19, at 68-69.
22. Sullenger, supra note 20, at 537, 549.
23.

See Meghan Virick et al., Moderators of the Curvilinear Relation Between Extent of

Telecommuting and Job and Lfe Satisfaction: The Role of Performance Outcome Orientation and
Worker Type, 63 HuM. RELS. 137, 142, 150-151 (2010) (discussing life satisfaction and job and
employee characteristics without acknowledging the significance of remote work for employees with
disabilities); Linn Van Dyne et al., Less Need to Be There: Cross-Level Effects of Work Practices that
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particularly concerning given the important role that remote work
arrangements can play in the participation of people with disabilities in
the workforce.
Courts' failure to consider remote work research illustrates a broader
24
concern regarding accommodation analysis under the ADA. Despite its
importance in allowing work for a large percentage of people with
25
disabilities who cannot work at their workplace, both employers and the
courts have failed to give appropriate consideration to remote work as one
26
of the most commonly sought and often denied accommodations.
Therefore, the first goal of the current study is to investigate the current
status of remote work opportunities for employees with disabilities. To
that end, we review 125 court cases interpreting the ADA that address
requests for remote work as an accommodation for people with
disabilities. 27 Such an approach provides a unique perspective on the
28
treatment of employees with disabilities in the workplace.
Prior research on remote work arrangements has focused on related
concerns for all workers. 29 Additionally, there was insufficient attention
given to how remote work could be made more accessible and effective
for employees with disabilities as a reasonable accommodation. 30 Further,
disability research and literature have inadequately considered how courts
have been reluctant to require remote work as an accommodation for
employees with disabilities.3 1 As suggested by Peters and Heusinkveld,
Support Work-Life Flexibility and Enhance Group Processes and Group-Level OCB, 60 HUM. RELS.
1123, 1124-25, 1128-30 (2007) (attributing increases in remote work to technological advances,
competitive pressures and employees' desire for more flexibility, without acknowledging the
importance of remote work for employees with disabilities); see also Kristen M. Ludgate, Note,
Telecommuting and the Americans with Disabilities Act: Is Working at Home a Reasonable

Accommodation?, 81 MINN. L. REv. 1309, 1324,

1326-27

(1997) (illustrating examples of courts not

considering research on remote work).

24. See Ludgate, supra note 23, at 1324, 1326-27.
25. See Bradford W. Hesse, Using Telework to Accommodate the Needs of Employees with
Disabilities,6 J. ORGANIZATIONAL COMPUTING & ELECTRONIC COM. 327, 337 (1996).

26. See Mark L. Lengnick-Hall et al., Overlooked and Underutilized:People with Disabilities
are an Untapped Human Resource, 47 HUM. RES. MGMT. 257, 258, 260-61, 263 (2008) (conveying
that employers give attention to competence, skill, safety, morale of the company, and qualifications
without considering remote work opportunities); Ludgate, supra note 23, at 1324, 1326-27.
27. See infra Appendix A.
28. See Jana Copeland et al., Assessing Cognitiveand Affective Reactions ofEmployers Toward
Peoplewith Disabilitiesin the Workplace, 20 J. OCCUPATIONAL REHAB. 428, 428 (2010) (illustrating
the focus of previous research).
29. Paul M. A. Baker et al., Virtual Exclusion and Telework: Barriersand Opportunities of
Technocentric Workplace Accommodation Policy, 27 wORK 421, 422-23 (2006).
30. Id. at 422 (focusing on structural, economic, and technological barriers with little attention
to ADA requirements).
31. See id. at 423, 425.
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it is important to consider how regulations affect managers' attitudes
towards remote work. 2 This review of court decisions indicates that
employers have resisted a request for remote work as an accommodation
under the ADA, notwithstanding both research and past practice
supporting its effectiveness as a work arrangement for employees without
This reluctance may reflect employers' underlying
disabilities. 33
assessment of the legitimacy of a request for any accommodation. 34
Looking forward, this paper develops a new approach that can guide
both employers and reviewing courts in determining the reasonableness
of remote work as an accommodation under the ADA. This approach
focuses on (1) the prevalence and success of remote work arrangements
for people with disabilities, (2) the effect of remote work arrangements on
people with disabilities, and (3) the effect of remote work arrangements
on observers (coworkers and supervisors). 35 Under this framework, we
examine four categories of factors: organizational characteristics,
attributes of employees with disabilities, attributes of coworkers, and
attributes of supervisors. 36
This paper makes several major contributions. First, we conduct an
extensive review of court cases reviewing employers' denial of remote
work as an accommodation.37 Such an analysis serves as an indicator of
how often employers resist providing remote work under the ADA's
requirements, and how courts typically defer to employers'
determinations of whether remote work is reasonable or whether it
This deference results in
imposes a hardship on the employer. 38
employers' failure to utilize talents from people with disabilities in the
workforce who cannot attend full-time work.39 This review also outlines
the reasons that courts have accepted to justify the denial of remote work
as an accommodation. 0

32.

Pascale Peters & Stefan Heusinkveld, InstitutionalExplanationsfor Managers'Attitudes

Towards Telehomeworking, 63 HuM. RELS. 107, 127 (2010).
33. See infra Table 2.
34.

See Linda L. Putnam et al., Examining the Tensions in Workplace Flexibilityand Exploring

Optionsfor New Directions, 67 HuM. RELS. 413, 424 (2014).
35.

See infra Part I.

36. See infra Part II.
37. See infra Table IH.
38. Benjamin D. Johnson, Comment, There's No Place Like Work: How Modern Technology
is Changing the Judiciary'sApproach to Work-at-Home Arrangements as an ADA Accommodation,
49 U. RICH. L. REv. 1229, 1235 (2015).

39. See Jane Anderson et al., Telecommuting: Meeting the Needs of Businesses andEmployees
with Disabilities, 16 J. VOCATIONAL REHAB. 97, 97 (2001) (stating that workers with disabilities
seeking telework represent a hidden labor pool).
40. See infra Table 2.
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We then review those reasons in light of the current research
regarding the viability of remote work for all employees, with special
attention to the specific concerns related to employees with disabilities."
This research establishes how remote work arrangements can be
successful, and measures the impact of such arrangements on the
beneficiary employee as well as coworkers, supervisors, and the employer
overall. 42 This integration of work arrangements literature with legal
research provides a unique interdisciplinary perspective on a special
43
group of employees that traditionally have been overlooked.
Highlighting the potential of remote work as an accommodation should
lead to greater opportunities for people with disabilities to participate in
the workforce, even if it that participation is from home."
I.

PREVALENCE & EFFECTIVENESS OF REMOTE WORK

The prevalence and potential benefits of remote work make it a
reasonable accommodation for employees with disabilities.45 Remote
work was somewhat common before the COVID-19 pandemic came to
the United States, but it has since become commonplace. 46 Experiences
of employers both before and after that shift demonstrate that despite
some potential areas of concern, and the obvious impossibility of some

41.

See Latest Work-At-Home/Telecommuting/Mobile Work/Remote Work Statistics, GLOB.

https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/telecommuting-statistics
ANALYTICS,
WORKPLACE
(demonstrating the viability of remote work by stating that fifty-six percent of employees have a job
they could perform remotely) (Mar. 13, 2020).
42. See Anderson et al., supra note 39, at 99 (stating that telework forces increase to the quality
of communication with supervisors); Kathryn L. Fonner & Michael E. Roloff, Why Teleworkers Are
More Satisfied with Their Jobs than Are Office-Based Workers: When Less Contact Is Beneficial, 38
J. APPLIED COMM. RSCH. 336, 353, 355 (2010) (expressing that teleworkers benefit from remote work
due to more flexibility and better work-life balance).
43. See Lengnick-Hall et al., supra note 26, at 256 (stating that an untapped labor pool includes
individuals with disabilities).
44. FRANK STEEMERS ET AL., THE CONFERENCE BD., FROM IMMEDIATE RESPONSES TO
PLANNING FOR THE REIMAGINED WORKPLACE: HUMAN CAPITAL RESPONSES TO COVID-19 6 (2020)

(stating that significant changes to the workforce following COVID-19 include flexibility and remote
work policies).
45. See Latest Work-At-Home/Telecommuting/Mobile Work/Remote Work Statistics, supra
note 41 (demonstrating the prevalence of remote work by reporting that remote work "has grown
173% since 2005").
46. See STEEMERS ET AL., supra note 44, at 2 (stating that remote work is expected to become
the norm); Work-At-Home After Covid- 9-Our Forecast, GLOB. WORKPLACE ANALYTICS, https://
globalworkplaceanalytics.com/work-at-home-after-covid-19-our-forecast (last visited Sept. 20,
2020) (expecting 25-30% of workforce to be working from home multiple days a week by end of
2021).

https://scholarlycommons.law.hofstra.edu/hlelj/vol38/iss1/3
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jobs being performed remotely, remote workers can be effective and
productive in many positions.4 7
A.

Prevalence of Remote Work

Even before COVID-19, more than a majority of all employers in the
United States allowed some type of remote working by their employees.
However, the majority did not allow full-time remote work. 48 From 2016
to 2017, it was estimated that between 37% and 43% of all workers in the
United States were working remotely at least occasionally.49 In 2019, the
Department of Labor (hereinafter "DOL") found that an average of more
than twenty-six million workers worked at home for at least part of an
average day, representing 23.7% of those who worked.50 After the
COVID-19 pandemic hit the United States, remote work arrangements
increased significantly, becoming the "new normal."" For example, the
DOL found in April 2020 that more than eight million people reported
having a job but were not "at work" for reasons other than illness,
childcare, weather, maternity leave, school, or military service, compared

to 554,000 in that category in April 2019.52
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, 69% of employers were offering at
least part time remote work to at least some of their employees, including
27% of employers offering full-time remote work to some, and 7% of all
employers offering full-time remote work to all employees.53 Before
COVID-19, it was estimated that at least seventy-five million (56%) of
U.S. employees held positions that could be performed at least in part

47. See STEEMERS ET AL., supra note 44, at 10 (discussing a study where nearly a quarter of
respondents reported increased productivity).
48. Rebecca Greenfield, The Rise and Fall of Working From Home, BLOOMBERG L. (July 10,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-10/the-rise-and-fall-of-working-from2017),
home.
49. TOLU OLUBUNMI ET AL., MOBILE MINDS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO PHYSICAL MIGRATION IN
THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 3 (2017) [hereinafter "WEF White Paper"]; Work-At-Home After
Covid-19-OurForecast, supranote 46.

50. Economic News Release: Table 6. Employedpersons working at home, workplace, and time
spent working at each location by full- and part-time status and sex, jobholding status, and
educational attainment, 2019 annual averages, U.S. BUREAU LAB. STAT., https://www.bls.gov

/news.release/atus.t06.htm (last visited Sept. 9, 2020).
51.

See FrequentlyAsked Questions: The Impact of the Coronavirus(COVID-19) Pandemicon

the Employment Situationfor April 2020, U.S. BUREAU LAB. STAT. tbl.C (May 8, 2020), https://
www.bls.gov/cps/employment-situation-covid19-faq-april-2020.pdf.
52. Id.
53.
note 41.

See Latest Work-At-Home/Telecommuting/Mobile Work/Remote Work Statistics, supra
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remotely. 54 Remote work has also increased significantly among federal
workers as a result of the 2010 Remote Work Enhancement Act.55 During
the COVID-19 pandemic, remote work has been adopted by virtually all
employers. 56 Looking into the future, 77% of surveyed employers expect
an increase in remote work, even twelve months after COVID-19, and that
percentage jumps to 83% for organizations with mainly professional and
office work.57
Not surprisingly, the prevalence of remote work varies by profession
and level. 58 Part-time remote work is practiced by more than 20% of
employees in managerial, professional, and sales occupations, compared
to rates of less than 10% in transportation, production, construction, or
maintenance occupations. 59 The percentage of remote workers with at
least some college education is 66%, compared to the 9.2% of workers
with at least a high school diploma.60 Similarly, the estimated percentage
of workers whose duties allow them to work from home varies greatly by
income percentile, with only 9.2% of the lowest quartile able to work
remotely, while an estimated 61.5% of the top quartile are able to do so. 61
Industry affects time spent working at home as well, with workers in
healthcare, architecture, and engineering much less likely to work at home
than those in education, training, arts, design, entertainment, sports, and
media. 62
Employees have expressed a clear preference for the option to work
remotely. This is displayed through research stating that 80% of U.S.
employees would turn down a job that does not offer flexible work

54.

How Many People Could Work-From-Home, GLOB. WORKPLACE ANALYTICS, https://

globalworkplaceanalytics.com/how-many-people-could-work-from-home (last visited Sept. 9, 2020).
55.

U.S. OFF. OF PERS. MGMT., 2013 STATUS OF TELEWORK IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

43 (2014) (reporting that 21% of eligible federal employees worked remotely, and 32% worked
remotely three or more days per week by 2012).
56. STEEMERS ET AL., supra note 44, at 8 (reporting that 83% of "professional and office"
employers expect "an increase in full-time employees working primarily from home").
57. Id. at 2, 8.
58. Id. at 8.
59.

24 percent of employed people did some or all of their work at home in 2015, U.S. BUREAU

LAB. STAT. (July 8, 2016), https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2016/24-percent-of-employed-people-didsome-or-all-of-their-work-at-home-in-2015.htm.
60. Economic News Release: Table 1. Workers who could work at home, did work at home, and
were paidfor work at home, by selected characteristics, averagesfor the period 2017-2018, U.S.
BUREAU LAB. STAT. (May 2018).

61. Id.
62. Diane E. Bailey & Nancy B. Kurland, A Review of Telework Research: Findings, New
Directions, and Lessons for the Study of Modern Work, 23 J. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAv. 383, 386
(2002) (reporting that remote work is more common among professionals).

https://scholarlycommons.law.hofstra.edu/hlelj/vol38/iss1/3
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arrangements. 63 Further, 99% of one survey's respondents stated a desire
to "work remotely at least some of the time for the rest of their careers."6
A 2016 survey revealed that 35% of employees would even "change jobs
for the opportunity to work remotely" on a full-time basis, and 50% of
millennial employees would change jobs to work remotely even on a parttime basis. 65
The opportunity to work remotely offers significant benefits for
employees both with and without disabilities. 66 For employees with
disabilities, remote work can mean the difference between working and
unemployment when physical or mental illness prevents their physical
presence in the workplace. 67 Thus, remote work holds the potential for
allowing many employees with disabilities to participate and be
productive in the workplace. 68 Importantly, the opportunity to work
remotely "removes both tangible and intangible workplace barriers that
previously hindered" successful work by people with disabilities. 69 These
benefits are explored in greater depth in the subsequent section on remote
work as an accommodation. 70
For all employees, research suggests a positive relationship between
remote work and job satisfaction7 1 because the opportunity to work
remotely promotes "individuals autonomy and flexibility . . . ."72
Satisfaction may be most enhanced by moderate levels of remote work, 7 3

63.

New Research Shows That Flexible Working is Now a Top Considerationin the War for

Talent, PR NEWSWIRE (Mar. 27, 2019), https://www.pmewswire.com/news-releases/new-research-

shows-that-flexible-working-is-now-a-top-consideration-in-the-war-for-talent-300818790.html.
64. State of Remote Work, BUFFER (2019), https://buffer.com/state-of-remote-work-2019.
65.

Latest Work-At-Home/Telecommuting/Mobile Work/Remote Work Statistics, supra note 41.

66. See Anderson et al., supra note 39, at 98-99.
67. See Sullenger, supra note 20, at 547 ("Telecommuting is yet another way persons with
disabilities can benefit from ... technology."); Porter, supra note 2, at 107 (describing how
accommodating people with disabilities allows them to remain employed).
68. Baker et al., supra note 29, at 422 (arguing that telework increases the range of jobs
available to people with disabilities and removes boundaries related to workplace environments).
69. Mary Hancock, Comment, 'Working from Home' or 'Shirkingfrom Home': McMillan v.
City of New York's Effect on the ADA, 16 DuQ. Bus. L.J. 151, 166 (2013).
See infra Part I.B.
Tammy D. Allen et al., How Effective is Telecommuting? Assessing the Status of Our
Scientfic Findings, 16 PSYCH. SCI. PUB. INT. 40, 47 (2015); Ronald P. Vega et al., A Within-Person
70.
71.

Examinationof the Effects of Telework, 30 J. Bus. & PSYCH. 313, 316, 319 (2015); Ravi S. Gajendran
& David A. Harrison, The Good, the Bad, and the Unknown About Telecommuting: Meta-Analysis of

Psychological Mediators and Individual Consequences, 92 J. APPLIED PSYCH. 1524, 1528, 1533
(2007).
72. Morganson et al., supranote 14, at 582.
73. See Timothy D. Golden & John F. Veiga, The Impact of Extent of Telecommuting on Job
Satisfaction:Resolving InconsistentFindings, 31 J. MGMT. 301, 313-14 (2005); Virick et al., supra
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at least for some employees, given the potential feelings of social isolation
accompanying remote work.7 4 Some suggest that reliance on technology
for communication with coworkers and supervisors may result in lower
quality of communication, 75 but the autonomy gained and the reduction of
stress from interruptions and office politics associated with remote work
may well compensate for any negative impact on communication. 76
Improved work-life balance through remote work arrangements also
improve job satisfaction, at least until workers find it too difficult to

maintain boundaries between the two.77
These estimates and studies demonstrate the prevalence and some
benefits of remote work arrangements, and how they have significantly
expanded during the COVID-19 pandemic. 78 While these arrangements
are not possible in some industries or professions, a significant amount of
work can be performed at home. This raises the concern of how effective
remote work arrangement can be.
B. Effectiveness of Remote Work
Remote work continued to increase in use even before the COVID19 pandemic because of the flexibility it offers to employees; employers
continue to allow its use because of the advantages it offers. 79 Overall,
virtual work arrangements allow for flexibility and collaboration without
the expense, time, and environmental impact connected with travel and
commuting. 80
The connection between access to remote work and satisfaction can
influence employee choices. 81 As companies like Facebook have
recognized, allowance of remote work broadens recruitment options,
retains valuable employees, reduces climate impact, and expands

note 23, at 145-46 (illustrating that for some employees, job satisfaction peaks where there is a
moderate level of remote work).
74. Morganson et al., supra note 14, at 582.
75. See Fonner & Roloff, supra note 42, at 341-42.
76. Id. at 337, 340-41, 345-47, 353.
77. Id. at 339-40, 345.
78.

Latest Work-At-Home/Telecommuting/Mobile

Work/Remote Work Statistics, supra note 41.

79. Id.
80. Miriam A. Cherry, A Taxonomy of Virtual Work, 45 GA. L. REv. 951, 959 (2011); Dawn R.
Swink, Telecommuter Law: A New Frontier in Legal Liability, 38 AM. BUS. L.J. 857, 861 (2001);
Dennis K. Henderson & Patricia L. Mokhtarian, Impacts of Center-Based Telecommuting on Travel
and Emissions: Analysis of the Puget Sound Demonstration Project, 1 TRANSP. RSCH. PART D 29, 29
(1996).
81. See Eversole et al., supra note 17, at 612-13 (describing how new generations want more
flexibility, including the option to work from home).
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diversity.8 2 Remote workers may stay with an employer because the
ability to work remotely is viewed as a privilege, which in turn can make
the remote worker feel indebted to the organization, 83 particularly among
employees who value flexibility and work-life balance.84 As COVID-19
restrictions are loosened, any retraction of the ability to work remotely
may negatively affect retention and productivity. 85 The reduction in
employee work exhaustion can also increase employee organizational
commitment and decrease the likelihood of turnover.8 6 An expert has
observed that remote workers may also "gain additional emotional and
mental resources to better achieve work objectives." 87
In addition to these employee benefits, employers benefit in several
ways from the allowance of remote work. 88 These benefits include
reduction of overhead costs, even after accounting for the technological
costs, as well as lowering absenteeism, and improving employee morale. 89
Offering the opportunity to work remotely can attract and retain talented
employees, 90 particularly talent in need of flexibility, 91 including people
with disabilities. 92 The best talent is attracted by remote work because of

82. Conger, supranote 9.
83. Clare Kelliher & Deirdre Anderson, Doing More with Less? Flexible Working Practices
and the Intensification of Work, 63 HuM. RELS. 83, 91, 98 (2010); Lonnie Golden, Flexible Work
Schedules: What Are We TradingOff to Get Them?, 123 MONTHLY LAB. REV. 50, 52, 63 (2001).
84. Karen K. Myers & Kamyab Sadaghiani, Millennials in the Workplace: A Communication
Perspective on Millennials' Organizational Relationships and Performance, 25 J. Bus. & PSYCH.

225, 228, 231 (2010).
85.

Laurel Farrer, Trump Versus Telework: FederalPolicy Retraction Will Cost Government

Millions, FORBES (Jan. 23, 2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites/laurelfarrer/2020/01/23/trumpversus-telework-federal-policy-retraction-will-cost-government-millions/#355e38c0 14e.
86. Timothy D. Golden, Avoiding Depletion in Virtual Work: Telework and the Intervening
Impact of Work Exhaustion on Commitment and Turnover Intentions, 69 J. VOCATIONAL BEHAV.
176, 179, 182-83, 185 (2006).
87. Id. at 185.
88.

Sarah white, Workingfrom home can benefit employers as much as employees, MONSTER,

http://www.monster.com/technology/a/The-Benefits-of-Working-From-Home (last visited Sept. 7,
2020).
89. Swink, supranote 80, at 862.
90. Anderson et al., supra note 39, at 98-99; Mark E. Burbach & Frederick C. Day, Does
OrganizationSector Matter in Leading Teleworker Teams? A Comparative Case Study, 3 INT'L J.

BUS. RSCH. & DEV. 8, 9 (2014); Magid Igbaria & Tor Guimaraes, ExploringDifferences in Employee
Turnover Intentions and Its Determinants Among Telecommuters and Non-Telecommuters, 16 J.

MGMT. INFO. SYS. 147, 148 (1999); Viviane Illegems & Alain Verbeke, Telework: What Does it Mean
for Management?, 37 LONG RANGE PLAN. 319, 321 (2004); White, supra note 88.
91. Debra A. Major et al., Telework as a Dependent CareSolution: Examining CurrentPractice
to Improve Telework ManagementStrategies, 11 PSYCHOLOGIST-MANAGER J. 65, 67-68 (2008).

92. See Kevin Hindle et al., Optimizing Employee Ability in Small Firms:Employing People
with a Disability, 17 SMALL ENTER. RSCH. 207, 209, 211-12 (2010) (illustrating that accommodating
and employing people with disabilities allows employers to recruit from the largest pool of skills).
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the employee preferences outlined above, and because geographic
separation becomes less of an inconvenience or deal-breaker for potential
93
Similarly, retention is
candidates, thus expanding the hiring pool.
closely tied to employee satisfaction, and organizations that allow remote
work have reported significantly greater retention of highly qualified
staff. 94
The above-noted higher levels of personal connection and
commitment to the organization, as well as greater perception of
organizational support, enhance other positive attributes such as
motivation and organizational citizenship behavior among all
6
employees. 95 These attitudes reduce intent to leave the organization and
97
For example, federal employees allowed to remote
actual turnover.
greater satisfaction with their jobs than
significantly
work reported
employees who could not do so.9 8 Virtual work arrangements may also
provide an opportunity to lessen the influence of unconscious bias,
benefitting people whose physical disability might remain undetected in a
99
virtual working world.
In addition to satisfaction and retention, significant research has
documented performance and productivity gains from allowing remote
work by employees in appropriate positions. 100 An executive at Xerox,
See Hiring and Working Remotely Across Borders: Understanding the Issues, FISHER

&

93.

PHILUPS (June 3, 2020), https://www.fisherphillips.com/newsroom-events-hiring-and-workingremotely-across-borders-understanding.
94. Illegems & Verbeke, supra note 90, at 321; Major et al., supra note 91, at 69; Gus
Manoochehri & Theresa Pinkerton, Managing Telecommuters: Opportunities and Challenges, 21
AM. Bus. REv. 9, 10 (2003); WEF White Paper, supra note 49, at 6 (noting that remote work is used
to increase worker retention).

&

95. David G. Allen et al., The Impact of Telecommuting Design on Social Systems, SelfRegulation, and Role Boundaries, in 22 RESEARCH IN PERSONNEL AND HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT 125, 140 (Joseph J. Martocchio & Gerald R. Ferris eds., 2003); Dan S. Chiaburu

David A. Harrison, Do PeersMake the Place? Conceptual Synthesis and Meta-Analysis of Coworker
Effects on Perceptions, Attitudes, OCBs, and Performance, 93 J. APPLIED PSYCH. 1082, 1094-95
(2008); Brittany Harker Martin & Rhiannon MacDonnell, Is Telework Effective for Organizations?,
35 MGMT. RSCH. REv. 602, 611 (2012) (observing positive organizational effects of telework); Batia
M. Wiesenfeld et al., Organizational Identification Among Virtual Workers: The Role of Need for
Affiliation and Perceived Work-Based Social Support, 27 J. MGMT. 213, 215 (2001) (organizational
identification is associated with motivation, cooperation, and retention).
96. Allen et al., supranote 71, at 49; Gajendran & Harrison, supra note 71, at 1533.
97. Liang Li et al., Leader-Member Exchange, Sales Performance, Job Satisfaction, and
OrganizationalCommitment Affect TurnoverIntention, 46 SOC. BEHAV. & PERSONALITY 1909, 1909-

10(2018).
98. U.S. OFF. OF PERS. MGMT., supranote 55, at 13; Wendell Joice & Jennifer Verive, Telework
and FederalEmployee Dependent Care, 35 PUB. MANAGER 44, 47 (2006).
99. Cherry, supra note 80, at 977-78, 982.
100. Allen et al., supra note 71, at 49; Jerome H. Collins & Joseph Moschler, The Benefits and
Limitations of Telecommuting, 16 DEF. ACQUISITION REv. J. 55, 58 (2009); Igbaria & Guimaraes,
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for example, explained that "employees are so much more productive
when they work virtually."101 Recently, a remote work study conducted
by Stanford University found a 13% performance increase among remote
workers,102 and an earlier study involving the Telecommuting Pilot
Program measured productivity increases of 10% to 30%.103
Significantly, the study found that remote work arrangements enhanced
performance among employees who rank low on the leader-member
exchange scale, and did not negatively affect performance among
employees with high leader-member exchange. 104
Reasons for
productivity gains include fewer distractions or interruptions, a quiet work
environment, removal of commuting time, less influence of office politics,
and a more comfortable work environment. 105 Productivity is also
positively impacted by the reduction of absenteeism associated with
remote work arrangements. 106
It remains to be seen whether the widespread allowance of remote
work during the COVID-19 pandemic will convince employers that
remote work is a reasonable accommodation that may even provide the
employer with some of the benefits described above. 107 Regardless of a

supra note 90, at 148; Hesse, supra note 25, at 329-30, 337; Gajendran & Harrison, supra note 71, at
1533, 1536; Jay Mulki et al., Set Up Remote Workers to Thrive, 51 MIT SLOAN MGMT. REv. 63, 64
(2009); PETER THOMSON, WORKING AT HOME: THE PRODUCTIVITY TOOL OF THE FUTURE 3-4 (2010);
Heikki Topi, Supporting Telework: Obstacles and Solutions, 21 INFO. SYS. MGMT. 79, 79 (2004);
Vega et al., supra note 71, at 315, 320 (discussing how remote work improves performance on certain
tasks).
101. Cinquegrani supra note 11; WEF White Paper, supra note 49, at 4-5 (noting improved
worker productivity as a benefit for employers).
102. WEF White Paper, supra note 49, at 5; Nicholas A. Bloom et al., Does Working from Home
Work? Evidence from a Chinese Experiment, at 3 (Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Rsch., Working Paper No.
18871, 2013), http://www.nber.org/papers/wl8871; Kathleen O'Toole, Researchers: Flexibility May
Be the Key to Increased Productivity, STAN. BUS. (Oct. 9, 2012), https://www.gsb.stanford.edu
/insights/researchers-flexibility-may-be-key-increased-productivity.
103. CAL. DEP'T OF GEN. SERVS., TELECOMMUTING PILOT PROJECT FINAL REPORT 75-76
(1990); Bloom et al., supra note 102, at 3 (stating that employees with same equipment at home had
higher levels of productivity and satisfaction then those working in office); Ravi S. Gajendran et al.,
Are Telecommuters Remotely Good Citizens? Unpacking Telecommuting's Effects on Performance
Via I-Deals and Job Resources, 68 PERS. PSYCH. 353, 368, 379, 382 (2015) (finding that teleworkers
show extra effort and good citizenship behavior).
104. Gajendran et al., supra note 103, at 382 (defining leader-member exchange as the quality
of the relationship between a leader and a follower).
105. See Mason Stevenson, Remote Work Challenges for HR: Focusing on Employee
Engagement
and Productivity,
HR
EXCH.
NETwORK
(Mar.
12,
2020),
www.hrexchangenetwork.com/employee-engagement/news/remote-work-challenges-for-hr.

https://

106. Swink, supra note 80, at 862.
107. See Michelle A. Travis, Lashing Back at the ADA Backlash: How the Americans with
Disabilities Act Benefits Americans Without Disabilities, 76 TENN. L. REV. 311, 352-53 (2009)
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change in employers' perceptions, this research helps explain why so
many employers now offer at least some of their employees the
opportunity to remote work. 108 The benefits of remote work for all
employees demonstrate that remote work can be a reasonable
109
accommodation under the ADA.
II.

REMOTE WORK AS A REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION

The ADA was adopted to provide equal employment opportunities
for people with disabilities, in part by requiring employers to provide a
"reasonable accommodation for job applicants or employees with
disabilities."" 0 The benefits of remote work raise the question of whether
providing a remote work arrangement for employees with "a physical or
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life
activities"" falls under employers' obligation to provide reasonable
12
Accommodations provide
accommodation under the ADA.1
opportunities for people with disabilities to enter or remain in the
workforce, given their relative disadvantage in receiving equal work
opportunities."' For individuals with disabilities, an accommodation
such as remote work may go beyond convenience; in fact, such an
accommodation may be necessary for individuals with disabilities to work
in an able-bodied world.' 1 4
A.

Importance ofAccommodation

Employees with disabilities "often experience numerous problems in
11 5
Reasonable
their attempts to gain and maintain employment."
accommodations required by the ADA level "uneven playing fields that

(stating that flexible arrangements can "decrease turnover and retraining costs, lower absenteeism,
increase productivity, enhance recruiting, and lower overhead costs").
108. See id. at 353.
109. Id.
110. Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 371.
111. Id. at 354.
112. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12111(8), 12112(b)(5)(A) (2012).
113. Samrah Mahmoud, Determining the Appropriate Framework for Commuting
Accommodations Underthe Americans with DisabilitiesAct, 2 U.C. IRvINE L. REv. 1023, 1035, 1038
(2012).
114. Elizabeth S. Bromet & Bruce Growick, Telework: A New Frontier in Vocational
Rehabilitation, 32 J. APPLIED REHAB. COUNSELING 19,23 (2001) (explaining the necessity of finding
innovative work methods, such as remote work, to increase employment rates of individuals with
disabilities).
115. Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 352.
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historically have been presumed unbiased, but operate from baselines that
reflect cultural prejudice and result in workplace exclusion."116 Although
some may characterize accommodations as "preferential treatment" if
nondisabled employees are not similarly accommodated,"' remote work
as an accommodation can provide necessary flexibility for employees
with disabilities who might otherwise be unable to work.118 Moreover,
the undue hardship defense allows employers to avoid accommodations
such as remote work that would impose too much of a burden on a
particular employer. 119 Given the widespread allowance of remote work
during the COVID-19 pandemic, employers, coworkers, and the general
public may be less inclined to view work from home as undeserved special
treatment when provided as an accommodation. 120
The ADA has the potential to restructure employment norms, 121 as it
recognizes that "in order to treat some persons equally, we must treat them
differently." 122 The Supreme Court has recognized that the ADA requires
accommodations to afford people with disabilities the same workplace
opportunities enjoyed by other able-bodied employees. 2
Despite this
purpose, the ADA has been criticized for failing to effectuate broad
changes in work structures or norms. 124 This article provides clarity
regarding the reasonableness and potential undue hardship on employers
arising from allowance of remote work as an accommodation, and
encourages courts to rely on objective information to determine whether

&

116. Michael Ashley Stein et al., Accommodating Every Body, 81 U. CHI. L. REv. 689, 698
(2014).
117. Travis, supranote 107, at 312, 316; Cheryl L. Anderson, IdeologicalDissonance,Disability
Backlash, and the ADA Amendments Act, 55 WAYNE L. REv. 1267, 1282-83 (2009) (explaining that
the ADA raises concerns about "special rights").
118. Anderson et al., supra note 39, at 97; Sullenger, supranote 20, at 537; Michael D. West
Jane Anderson, Telework andEmployees with Disabilities:Accommodation andFunding Options, 23
J. VOCATIONAL REHAB. 115, 115 (2005); John C. Bricout, Using Telework to Enhance Return to
Work Outcomesfor Individualswith Spinal Cord Injuries, 19 NEuRoREHAB. 147, 150 (2004).
119. Travis, supranote 107, at 324-25.
120. Stengel, supra note 12.
121.

Rachel Arnow-Richman,

Accommodation Subverted: The Future of Work/Family

Initiatives in a "Me, Inc. " World, 12 TEx. J. WoMEN & L. 345, 363, 373 (2003).
122. Pamela S. Karlan & George Rutherglen, Disabilities, Discrimination, and Reasonable
Accommodation, 46 DUKE L.J. 1, 10 (1996) (quoting Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S.
265, 407 (1978)); U.S. Airways, Inc. v. Barnett, 535 U.S. 391, 398 (2002) (addressing the fact that
though an accommodation would give an employee with a disability a "preference," it does not
automatically make the accommodation unreasonable).

123.
124.

US. Airways, Inc., 535 U.S. at 397.
Arnow-Richman, supra note 121, at 362.
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remote work arrangements are a reasonable means of providing more
equitable access to work for people with disabilities."'
A remote work arrangement may enable work by an otherwise
unemployed person with a disability that includes "environmental
sensitivities, episodic symptoms, mobility impairments, and/or chronic
pain or fatigue conditions."1 26 As one court explained, remote work need
not be "medically necessary" to be reasonable if that accommodation
would allow an employee to enjoy "equal benefits and privileges as other
employees" who work for that employer.1 27 At the same time, remote
work should not be utilized to isolate an employee with a disability who
28
could be accommodated to work in the organization's workspace.1
In determining whether a person is qualified for a position with a
reasonable accommodation, "the applicant's or employee's skills are to
be considered independent of preconceived attitudes about the relation of
disability to current job qualifications." 29 Early studies showed that low
cost accommodations resulted in "increased work productivity, injury
prevention, reduced workers' compensation costs and workplace
effectiveness and efficiency." 3 0 Despite this obligation under the ADA,
an accommodation is only required if it allows for performance of the
3
essential functions of his or her employment position.' ' An employer
must provide at least one such reasonable accommodation unless the
accommodation "would impose an undue hardship on the operation" of
the employer. 3 2
Accommodations can be used to support the employee's status as a
"qualified individual,""3 but both reasonableness and undue hardship
should be assessed based on "the needs and disability of the employee and
4
the resources and expectations of the employer."" Thus, remote work is
one type of accommodation that may be required under the ADA, but only
if the employee can still complete his or her essential duties without

125.

See infra Part H.

126.

Allen et al., supra note 71, at 57.

127. Bixby v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, No. 10C405, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974, at *25-26
(N.D. Ill. Mar. 8, 2012).
128. See Baker et al., supra note 29, at 427 (noting that offering remote work could conflict with
goals of social inclusivity).
129. Peter David Blanck & Mollie weighner Marti, Attitudes, Behavior and the Employment
Provisions of the Americans with DisabilitiesAct, 42 VILL. L. REV. 345, 359 (1997).
130. Id. at 377.

§ 12111(8)

131.

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT, 42 U.S.C.

132.
133.
134.

Id. § 12112(b)(5)(A).
See woodruff v. Peters, 482 F.3d 521, 527 (D.C. Cir. 2007).
Basas, supra note 19, at 68.
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imposing an undue hardship on the employer. 135 Courts have been
inconsistent in determining whether remote work arrangements are a
reasonable accommodation,1 36 perhaps because of the ADA's ambiguity
Courts' reluctance to interpret the
regarding the duty to accommodate.'
stem from a more sinister
also
broadly
may
duty to accommodate
reluctance to require affirmative changes by employers,138 or a "failure to
comprehend and therefore accept the conceptual premises underpinning"
the ADA,1 39 as outlined above. 14 0
An employee can demonstrate the reasonableness of remote work as
an accommodation by showing that other employers in the industry
provide similar accommodations or "some of the more obvious and visible
circumstances" of the employer indicate that the accommodation is
Thus, the widespread prevalence and
"facially practicable."'14
documented benefits of remote work outlined above, and its significant
expansion during the COVID-19 pandemic, should support its
reasonableness as an accommodation.1 4 2 Instead, courts have deferred to
an individual employer's determination as to whether physical presence
is necessary for performance of the requestor's job duties." 3 This
deference results in great variation of outcomes for employees seeking
remote work as an accommodation. 4 4 In the section below, we will

See infra text accompanying notes 136-37.
Baker et al., supra note 29, at 425; Jeannette Cox, Reasonable Accommodations and the
ADA Amendments' Overlooked Potential, 24 GEO. MASON L. REV. 147, 147 (2016) ("[C]ourts widely
differ in their perspectives about whether the ADA requires employers to permit employees with
135.
136.

disabilities to work from home."); Shelley Kaplan et al., A Framework for Providing Telecommuting
as a Reasonable Accommodation: Some Considerations on a Comparative Case Study, 27 WORK
431, 432-33, 436 (2006) (noting the "sharp difference of opinion" among circuit courts).
137. See Jennifer Bennett Shinall, Anticipating Accommodation, 105 IOWA L. REV. 621, 630-37
(2020) (discussing the lack of clarity regarding the duty to accommodate); John M. Floyd, Americans

with Disabilities Act: Impact Upon Workers' Compensation-Friend or Foe? A Primer for the
Corporate Insurance Department and Outside Counsel, 17 AM. J. TRIAL ADvOC. 637, 647-48 (1994)
(describing the duty to accommodate as "[o]ne of the most vague provisions" of the ADA).
138. SUSAN GLUCK MEZEY, DISABLING INTERPRETATIONS: THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT IN FEDERAL COURT 45 (2005).
139. Matthew Diller, Judicial Backlash, the ADA, and the Civil Rights Model, in BACKLASH
AGAINST THE ADA: REINTERPRETING DISABILITY RIGHTS 62, 65 (Linda H. Krieger ed., 2003).
140. See supra Part I.A.
141. Seth D. Harris, Re-Thinking the Economics of Discrimination: U.S. Airways v. Barnett, the
ADA, and the Application of Internal Labor Market Theory, 89 IOWA L. REV. 123, 145 (2003) (citing

Reed v. LePage Bakeries, Inc., 244 F.3d 254, 260 (1st Cir. 2001)).

I.

142.

See supra Part

143.
144.

See EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 762-63 (6th Cir. 2015).
See infra Table 2.
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review and analyze court cases regarding remote work accommodation
for employees with disabilities.'
B. Judicial Treatment of Remote Work as an Accommodation
This study examines the reasoning behind the courts' decisions as to
whether remote work is a reasonable accommodation since the ADA's
adoption. 146 While these 125 decisions do not capture the outcomes of all
the more than 24,000 charges filed with the EEOC under the ADA each
year,1 47 they provide insight into judicial approaches to remote work as an
accommodation, which may represent as much as 23% of employees
seeking accommodations.1 4 8
Judicial analysis of remote work as an accommodation most notably
began with a 1995 decision which denied the claim of a state employee
who was a paraplegic and requested to continue working at home as an
49
accommodation, after she had been allowed to do so for several weeks.1
The claim centered on the state employer's failure to provide the
employee with a new computer and sufficient work to obviate her need to
use sick time while at home.'" 0 The court concluded that the state need
not provide her with a computer because the previously granted
opportunity to work at home combined with her use of a small amount of
sick time was a sufficient accommodation.' 5' This conclusion was based
on the court's generalization that "an employer is not required to
accommodate a disability by allowing the disabled worker to work, by
himself, without supervision, at home," at least in situations "where their
productivity inevitably would be greatly reduced."" 2
For the past twenty five years, numerous ADA decisions 3 have
relied on this court's reasoning to support employers' denials of remote
work as an accommodation, based on the court's broad proclamation that
"[m]ost jobs in organizations public or private involve team work under

145. See infra Part ILB.
146. See infra Table 2.
147. Statutes by Issue (Charges filed with EEOC) FY 2010 - FY 2019, EEOC, https://
(last visited Oct. 15,
www.eeoc.gov/statistics/statutes-issue-charges-filed-eeoc-fy-2010-fy-2019
2020).
148. Lisa Schur et al., Accommodating Employees with and Without Disabilities,53 HUM. RES.
MGMT. 593, 602 tbl.1 (2014).
149. Vande Zande v. Wis. Dep't of Admin., 44 F.3d 538, 544-545 (7th Cir. 1995).
150. Id.

151. Id. at 544.
152. Id. at 544-45.
153. Lexis Nexis shows 585 citations to this decision in other decisions.
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supervision rather than solitary unsupervised work, and team work under
supervision generally cannot be performed at home without a substantial
reduction in the quality of the employee's performance."154
This
statement goes well beyond the facts of that particular employee's
circumstances under which she had worked at home successfully for
several weeks."'
Many courts have unquestioningly applied this
reasoning despite the significant developments in technology after that
decision was issued,156 disregarding the court's recognition that the duty
to accommodate by allowing remote work "will no doubt change as
communications technology advances." 157
Despite its broad reasoning, the Vande Zande court recognized the
possibility of "a very extraordinary case" where an employee could show
that remote work may be reasonable. 158 Similarly, a decision in the
previous year noted the possibility of an "unusual case where an employee
can effectively perform all work-related duties at home." 159 Expanding
on this reasoning, some subsequent courts have recognized that remote
work could be a reasonable accommodation where "the essential
functions of the position can be performed at home and a work-at-home
arrangement would not cause undue hardship for the employer."' 60 By
characterizing remote work as "unusual," courts have reached seemingly
inconsistent and at best confusing conclusions regarding whether physical
presence at work is an essential function of the job held by the employee
seeking remote work as an accommodation.161
In an attempt to understand how the judiciary resolves requests for
remote work as an accommodation, this paper includes an extensive
review of 125 court decisions which met the following criteria: (1) claim
made by a U.S. employee with a disability, as defined by the ADA, and
(2) the reasonableness and/or undue hardship of remote work as an
accommodation was addressed and resolved by judgment in a federal
district and/or appellate court. The decisions were selected from ADA
decisions regarding accommodations reported in Bloomberg BNA's
Labor & Employment Law Resources Center and/or LEXISNEXIS
Academic since the ADA's effective date in 1992. Those decisions were
154. Vande Zande, 44 F.3d at 544.
155. Id. at 544.
156. See Johnson, supranote 39, at 1244.
157. Vande Zande, 44 F.3d at 544.
158. Id. at 545.
159. Tyndall v. Nat'l Educ. Ctrs., Inc., 31 F.3d 209, 213 (4th Cir. 1994).
160. Humphrey v. Mem'l Hosps. Ass'n, 239 F.3d 1128, 1136 (9th Cir. 2001); EEOC v. Yellow
Freight Sys., Inc., 253 F.3d 943, 948-49 (7th Cir. 2001).
161. Hancock, supranote 69, at 159-60.
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then searched in Shepard's Citations Service to find other subsequent
federal decisions that have cited those decisions and also concerned

remote work as an accommodation.
TABLE 1. Number of court decisions per year with outcome
Year

Number of

% in favor

plaintiff

decisions

employee

1995

3

0%

1996

1

100%

1997

7

29%

1998

4

0%

1999

1

0%

2000

5

0%

2001

5

20%

2002

4

25%

2003

1

0%

2004

3

33%

2005

5

60%

2006

5

0%

2007

2

100%

2008

5

20%

2009

4

50%

2010

8

50%

2011

6

33%

2012

10

40%

2013

7

57%

2014

8

38%
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45

2015

5

60%

2016

4

50%

2017

5

60%

2018

8

25%

2019

6

0%

2020

3

33%

125

33.72%

Total

By searching these sources for all federal court decisions involving
remote work as a requested accommodation, we located 125 claims
resolved in federal courts decided between 1995 and 2020, all of which
turned on the reasonableness and/or hardship of providing remote work as
an accommodation.16 2 This selection of decisions admittedly includes
some bias, in that the court decisions only include situations where the
employer has refused to accommodate an employee, the employee has
chosen to file a charge under the ADA, and the parties have failed to
resolve the claim prior to its adjudication. 163 The selection bias may result
in the inclusion of claims for accommodation that are more ambiguous
than those involving a clear right to accommodation or a situation where
remote work is obviously unworkable.
We attempted to categorize the characteristics of the claimants in
these decisions. Of the cases identifying a profession, claimants included
65 employees in the service industry, 25 supervisors or managers, 18
employees in engineering or IT, and 10 in sales; levels included 97
professionals, 18 skilled employees, 15 semi-skilled employees, and no
unskilled employees.1" Where indicated, average service with the
employer was 9.3 years.1 65 In the subsequent sections, we analyze in

162. See infra Appendix A.
163. See, e.g., Mason v. Avaya Commc'ns, Inc., 357 F.3d 1114, 1116 (10th Cir. 2004); Dvorak
v. Mostardi Platt Assocs., 289 F.3d 479, 481 (7th Cir. 2002); Phelps v. Optima Health, Inc., 251 F.3d
21, 23 (1st Cir. 2001); Hoskins v. Oakland Cty. Sheriff's Dep't, 227 F.3d 719, 723 (6th Cir. 2000);
Gonzales v. City of New Braunfels, 176 F.3d 834, 836-37 (5th Cir. 1999).
164. See infra Appendix A.
165. See infra Appendix A.
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depth the different reasons provided by employers and the courts in
1 66
denying remote work for these employees in a variety of settings.
1.

Essential Presence at Work

The reasonableness of remote work often turns on the employer's
67
definition of the essential duties of a particular position.1 An "essential
function" is a fundamental job duty of the position, and excuse from
performing an essential job function typically is seen as an unreasonable
accommodation. 168 In contrast, an accommodation can be reasonable
169
despite a consequent inability to perform "marginal" tasks of the job.
Courts generally give considerable weight to an employer's judgment as
to what functions are essential.17 0 To determine reasonableness, the
ultimate question is whether the accommodation would "fundamentally
1
alter that position."17
In analyzing the reasonableness of remote work as an
accommodation, courts continue to expand the scope of what duties are
essential to situations where employees' physical presence is not
obviously necessary, including positions deemed by the employer to
require physical presence. 172 In contrast to jobs which obviously require
presence, such as a nurse who must administer care, courts have long
cautioned against making uninformed or "intuitional" decisions about
173
Without some
whether an employee's physical presence is essential.
166. See infra Parts II.B.1-B.5.
167. Michelle A. Travis, Disqualfying Universality Under the Americans with DisabilitiesAct
Amendments Act, 2015 MICH. ST. L. REv. 1689, 1701-03 (2015).
168. See, e.g., Mason, 357 F.3d at 1122; Phelps, 251 F.3d at 26; Dvorak, 289 F.3d at 484-85;
Hoskins, 227 F.3d at 729-31; Gonzales, 176 F.3d at 838; Martinson, 104 F.3d at 687.
169. Kvorjak v. Maine, 259 F.3d 48, 55 (1st Cir. 2001); Ward v. Mass. Health Rsch. Inst., 209
F.3d 29, 34 (1st Cir. 2000).
170. Summerville v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 219 F.3d 855, 858 (8th Cir. 2000); EEOC v.
Amego, Inc., 110 F.3d 135, 144-45 (1st Cir. 1997).
171. Credeur v. Louisiana, 860 F.3d 785, 792 (5th Cir. 2017); Bilinsky v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 928
F.3d 565, 569 (7th Cir. 2019); Regulations to Implement the Equal Employment Provisions of the
Americans with Disabilities Act, 29 C.F.R. § 1630 app. at 412.
172. See, e.g., EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 761 (6th Cir. 2015) (en banc) ("[The]
general rule [is] that, with few exceptions, 'an employee who does not come to work cannot perform
any of his job functions, essential or otherwise."') (citing EEOC v. Yellow Freight Sys., 253 F.3d
943, 948 (7th Cir. 2001)); Cisneros v. Wilson, 226 F.3d 1113, 1129 (10th Cir. 2000) (noting that
attendance is generally "an 'essential' function of any job").

173. See, e.g., McMillan v. City of New York, 711 F.3d 120, 126 (2d Cir. 2013) (showing that
courts should not assume that a flextime schedule is unreasonable); Borkowski v. Valley Ctr. Sch.
Dist., 63 F.3d 131, 140 (2d Cir. 1995) ("To avoid unfounded reliance on uninformed assumptions,
the identification of the essential functions of a job requires a fact-specific inquiry into both the
employer's description of a job and how the job is actually performed in practice.").
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limits on what is deemed essential, employers could assert that the
absence of any need for an accommodation is essential for a job.1 74 Thus,
an employer should not be able to "turn every condition of employment
which it elects to adopt into a job function, let alone an essential job
function, merely by including it in a job description." 175 At least one
expert has warned that such deference to an employer's definition of what
is essential for a job is "inconsistent with ADA's statutory language and
regulations."' 76 Thus, some courts caution that employers are not entitled
to "blind deference"1 77 or "unfettered discretion" in deciding what
accommodations are reasonable.1 78 Under this approach, an employee's
physical presence at work is not essential "simply because an employer
says that it is." 179
Despite these warnings, courts consistently held that in making
determinations about the essential nature of a job duty, including physical
presence at work, courts should not "second guess an employer's business
judgment" by acting as a "super personnel department."1 80 Similarly, an
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (hereinafter "EEOC") Fact
Sheet states that "the inquiry into essential functions is not intended to
second guess an employer's business judgment with regard to production
standards."181 Following this guidance, courts typically consider the
employer's judgment and job descriptions, as well as the time spent
performing the function, the experience of incumbents in that position,
and the consequences of not requiring the function.' 8 2
In applying this approach, courts often find that remote work is not
a reasonable accommodation based on courts' deference to an employer's

174. See Travis, supra note 167, at 1701-03 ("[B]roadly defining a job's essential functions ...
help[s] employers use [such functions as] a disqualification strategy later in court.").
175. Davidson v. Am. Online, Inc., 337 F.3d 1179, 1191 (10th Cir. 2003) (quoting Echazabal v.
Chevron USA, Inc., 226 F.3d 1063, 1071 (9th Cir. 2000)).
176. Travis, supra note 167, at 1716; Nicole Buonocore Porter, The New ADA Backlash, 82
TENN. L. REV. 1, 54 (2014) (showing that an employer's judgment as to what are considered essential
functions should only be one factor in the determination).
177. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d at 765.
178. Miller v. Ill. Dep't of Transp., 643 F.3d 190, 199 (7th Cir. 2011).
179. Hostettler v. Coll. of Wooster, 895 F.3d 844, 857 (6th Cir. 2018).
180. Mason v. Avaya Commc'ns, 357 F.3d 1114, 1122 (10th Cir. 2004).
181. Regulations to Implement the Equal Employment Provisions of the ADA, 29 C.F.R. 377
§ 1630 app. at 413.
182. Bilinsky v. Am. Airlines, 928 F.3d 565, 569 (7th Cir. 2019); EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782
F.3d 753, 765 (6th Cir. 2015); Heaserv. Toro Co., 247 F. 3d 826, 830 (8th Cir. 2001); Ward v. Mass.
Health Rsch. Inst., 209 F.3d 29, 34 (1st Cir. 2000); Rauen v. U.S. Tobacco Mfg. Lmt. P'ship, 319 F.
3d 891, 897 (7th Cir. 2003) (analyzing job duties requiring physical presence at work).
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determination that physical presence at work is essential. 183 In doing so,
courts rely heavily on information from the employer, 184 including
representations of workplace norms, characterized as essential job
functions, which assume that work must be completed at the employer's
worksite.1 85 In contrast, the opinion or perspective of the employee
seeking an accommodation will not be sufficient to establish that physical
presence at work is not essential. 18 6
In line with this guidance, courts often have deferred to an
employer's determination that physical presence is essential, and
therefore remote work is not a reasonable accommodation. 187 In an
influential decision, the Sixth Circuit relied heavily on Ford's "business
judgment" in determining that remote work was not a reasonable
accommodation. 88 Consequently, an employee seeking to remote work
may be unable to establish that she can be productive, communicate, and
be supervised effectively, simply because the employer proclaims that
physical presence at work is essential.189
Given this deference to employers' determinations regarding the
viability of remote work as an accommodation, courts have consistently
held that an employee's regular, in-person attendance at work is essential
for "most jobs, especially the interactive ones." 190 Judgments about the
necessity of an employee's physical presence often conflate with the
reasonableness of allowing an irregular schedule, regardless of the
location. 191 Courts often point to the sporadic and unpredictable nature of

183. See, e.g., Kiburz v. England, 361 F. App'x 326, 333-35 (3d Cir. 2010) (showing that some
employers deem physical presence an essential duty of employment).
184. Travis, supra note 167, at 1711-12.
185. Id. at 1715.
186. Credeur v. Louisiana, 860 F.3d 785, 794 (5th Cir. 2017); EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782
F.3d 753, 764 (6th Cir. 2015).
187. FordMotor Co., 782 F.3d at 762-63.
188. Id. at 762.
189. Id.
190. Id. at 762-63.
191. See, e.g., williams v. AT&T Mobility Servs. LLC, 847 F.3d 384, 392-93 (6th Cir. 2017)
(showing that a call center employee was unqualified because of attendance issues); EEOC v. Yellow
Freight Sys., 253 F.3d 943, 949-59 (7th Cir. 2001) (showing a dockworker with excessive
absenteeism was not qualified); Nesser v. Trans world Airlines, 160 F.3d 442, 445 (8th Cir. 1998)
(showing an airline customer service agent that was unable to attend work regularly was not
qualified); Gantt v. wilson Sporting Goods Co., 143 F.3d 1042, 1047 (6th Cir. 1998) (showing that
an employee was not qualified because of a year-long medical leave of absence with an uncertain date
of return); Nowak v. St. Rita High Sch., 142 F.3d 999, 1003-04 (7th Cir. 1998) (showing that a teacher
after missing 65.5 school days and three exam days was not qualified).
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an employee's absences in finding that she is unqualified. 192 However,
these decisions should not be applied to remote workers who adhere to a
regular schedule, without evidence of an irregular or unreliable
schedule,1 93 because regular availability can still be achieved via remote
work.1 94 Thus, courts should recognize that remote workers do not raise
the same concerns as employees with sporadic absences when they are
available consistently during regular working hours.1 95
Remote work may also be denied as an accommodation if the
employer offers some other reasonable accommodation that will address
the limitations caused by an employee's impairment.1 96 In fact, courts
regularly recognize that "[a]n employer is not obligated to provide an
employee the accommodation [s]he requests or prefers."1 97 Rather, "the
employer need only provide some reasonable accommodation."' 98
Consequently, if an employer offers sick or disability leave to an
employee who cannot attend work, the employer may avoid allowance of
a remote work arrangement as an alternative, even if the employee could
perform her work at home.1 99 Ironically, when an employer required an
employee to choose remote work as a reasonable accommodation, a court
readily held that remote work was not unreasonable because of the
isolation, and would not deny her "equal privileges and benefits of
employment" enjoyed by other employees. 200
Because courts typically make determinations about the
reasonableness of excusing an employee's physical presence at work in
response to a motion for summary judgment by an employer, employees
seeking accommodation carry the burden of proof regarding the
reasonableness of the accommodation. 201 A review of ADA decisions
192. See, e.g., Bethscheider v. Westar Energy, Inc., No. 16-4006-CM, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
166837, at *16-18 (D. Kan. Sept. 27, 2019) (showing that an employee with migraines could not meet
the requirement of regular, reliable attendance).
193. Ludgate, supra note 23, at 1331-33 (1997).
194. EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 752 F.3d 634, 644 (6th Cir. 2014) ("[T]elecommuting does not
raise the same concerns as flex-time scheduling because an employer can still rely on an employee to
be working during scheduled hours.").
195. Id.
196. Shaun Abreu, Note, Navigating Choppy Waters: Reasonable Accommodations in
StandardizedTesting and the Workplacefor Individualswith ADHD, 22 QUtNNIPIAC HEALTH L.J. 1,
36 (2018).
197. Mobley v. Allstate Ins. Co., 531 F.3d 539, 546 (7th Cir. 2008) (quoting Gile v. United
Airlines, 95 F.3d 492, 499 (7th Cir. 1996)).
198. Id.
199. Id.
200. Chan v. Sprint Corp., 351 F. Supp. 2d 1197, 1207 (D. Kan. 2005) (quoting 29 C.F.R
§ 1630.2(o)(1)(iii)).
201. Travis, supra note 167, at 1708.
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following the 2009 amendments shows that employers raised the issue of
the qualifications of people with disabilities in 47.1% of the motions for
summary judgment, and district courts granted employers' motions on
those grounds in 69.7% of those cases. 202 Similarly, our review shows
that employees were only successful in defeating a motion for summary
judgment or a judgment notwithstanding a verdict in 33% of the 125
claims reviewed. 203 Thus, employees often are denied the opportunity to
prove the reasonableness of an accommodation request at trial, even
though courts recognize that the determination of essential functions is
necessarily a factual question rather than a question of law. 204
In contrast to these employer-friendly outcomes, a small number of
courts have refused to make a factual determination that remote work is
unreasonable on a motion for summary judgment, at least where the
employee seeking that accommodation offers some evidence that working
from home has been effective or is possible. 20 For example, the Sixth
Circuit rejected a motion for judgment in favor of a public employer after
a jury verdict in favor of an attorney seeking to work remotely as an
accommodation because of the factual issues related to whether she could
perform her essential job duties from home. 206 Similarly, a district court
opined that a "nearly per se" rule that remote work is unreasonable "flies
in the face of the requirement of a case-by-case, fact-specific inquiry. "207
These minority decisions are significant in that they recognize that
employers' "characterization of essential job functions do not always
carry the day," particularly where the employee has demonstrated her
ability to perform her duties at home. 208

202. Stephen F. Befort, An Empirical Examination of Case Outcomes Under the ADA
Amendments Act, 70 WASH. & LEE. L. REV. 2027, 2055 (2013).
203. See infra Appendix A.
204. Brown v. Smith, 827 F.3d 609, 613 (7th Cir. 2016); Rorrer v. City of Stow, 743 F.3d 1025,
1043 (6th Cir. 2014) ("Determining whether a function is essential 'is a question of fact that is
typically not suitable for resolution on a motion for summary judgment."') (quoting Keith v. Cnty. of
Oakland, 703 F.3d 918, 926 (6th Cir. 2013)).
205. Hostettler v. Coll. of Wooster, 895 F.3d 844, 856 (6th Cir. 2018); Mosby-Meachem v.
Memphis Light, Gas & water Div., 883 F.3d 595, 603-04 (6th Cir. 2018); Vangas v. Montefiore Med.
Ctr., 6 F. Supp. 3d 400,419 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) (citing Manganiello v. City of New York, 612 F.3d 149,
161 (2d Cir. 2010)).
206. Mosby-Meachem, 883 F.3d at 604.
207. Hernandez v. City of Hartford, 959 F. Supp. 125, 132 (D. Conn. 1997).
208. Abreu, supra note 196, at 35 (citing Mosby-Meachem, 883 F.3d at 604).
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TABLE 2. Court's basis for denial of claims for remote work as
accommodation 0 9
No. of

No. of claims

% of claims

claims

upheld

upheld

9

2

22.2.0%

Employer policy
(position)

35

4

11.4%

Employer practice
employees with

9

4

44.4%

18

8

44.4%

Work with coworkers,
team

44

11

25.0%

Security/confidentiality

9

2

22.2%

Physical presence
required (job duties)

106

35

33.0%

Physical presence
(events)

36

8

20.5%

20

3

15%

13

3

23.1%

8

3

37.5%

11

3

27.3%

Basis for Denial

Employer policy (all

-

employees)

disabilities
-

Employer practice
employees without

disability

Physical presence
(documents, equipment)
Need for supervision
(general)
Need for supervision
(this employee)
Technology

209. Note that more than one reason may apply to each decision.
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Security/Confidentiality

9

2

22.2%

Burden on other

20

3

15.0%

employees

Table 2 provides an overview of courts' basis for denial of claims for
remote work as an accommodation. 2 10 This analysis demonstrates that the
most common reasons for upholding an employer's denial of remote work
as an accommodation include the need for physical presence to perform
work duties and/or attend events, as well as the need to work in a team or
with co-workers, but also included the need for supervision, employer
policies and/or practices, the availability of requisite technology, and the
burden on other employees. 21 Security or confidentiality concerns, or
technology needs were far less common reasons for the denial of an

accommodation. 212
The success rate for employees seeking remote work as an
accommodation varies considerably depending on the reasons provided
for the denial of that arrangement. 213 Employees were much more
successful in defeating claims by challenging the employer's assertion
that the employee's physical presence was essential, with 33% of
plaintiffs able to defeat a motion for summary judgment or a challenge to
a jury verdict despite this allegation. 214 In contrast, a more specific
defense that their presence was necessary at specific events, to access
equipment or documents, or to work in a team or with coworkers resulted
in a much lower success rate for employees seeking to work remotely. 215
Employers were more successful when relying on a policy against remote
work, whereas employees tended to be more successful despite an
employer's reliance on its past practice. 216
Below we summarize four main factors in decisions pertaining to
employees' requests for remote work arrangements as an accommodation,
illustrated with examples from the above-referenced review of
decisions. 217 The main factors considered were the ability to perform

210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.

See supra Table 2.
See supra Table 2.
See supra Table 2.
See supra Table 2.
See supra Table 2.
See supra Table 2.
See supra Table 2.
See infra Parts H.B.2-B.4.
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actual duties, communications with co-workers, team members and
clients, the need for supervision, and employer policies and practices. 218
Under each of these categories, the general trend of the courts has been to
overestimate the costs associated with remote work as an accommodation,
and to underestimate its feasibility. 219
2.

Ability to Perform Duties Remotely

The employee seeking to work remotely as a reasonable
accommodation must establish that his or her essential job duties can be
performed offsite. 220 The need to use certain equipment or tools only
available at work, or to provide direct service to clients or customers,
obviously renders some remote work unreasonable. 221 For example, a
neonatal nurse clearly could not perform her essential job duties
remotely. 2 22 For many other positions, however, there is at least a
In those
functional possibility of performing the work remotely.
that the
to
show
the
employer
burden
to
shift
the
courts
situations, some
223
A broad range of
accommodation would impose an undue hardship.
jobs have been defined as requiring physical presence at work, even
without a clear need for that employee's physical presence. For example,
courts have refused to require remote work as an accommodation for
county and state administrative employees, 224 an insurance company

218. See infra Parts II.B.2-B.4.
219. Sullenger, supra note 20, at 555-56.
220. Humphrey v. Mem'1 Hosps. Ass'n, 239 F.3d 1128, 1136 (9th Cir. 2001) ("Working at home
is a reasonable accommodation when the essential functions of the position can be performed at home
and a work-at-home arrangement would not cause undue hardship for the employer.").
221. See Timothy D. Golden & Ravi S. Gajendran, Unpacking the Role of a Telecommuter 'sJob
in Their Performance: Examining Job Complexity, Problem Solving, Interdependence, and Social

Support, 34 J. Bus. & PSYCH. 55, 59-60, 65 (2019) ("The close coordination and frequent exchange
of information required for work that is highly interdependent is therefore likely to be more difficult
and lack important nuances about the tasks, and as a result . . . are prone to suffer in their ability to
carry out their jobs."); Darrell M. Crosgrove et al., The Americans with Disabilities Act,
Telecommuting, and Reasonable Accommodations, 12 J. LEADERSHIP, ACCOUNTABILITY & ETHICS
42,48 (2015) (showing that remote work may be inappropriatewhere "equipment, tools, or resources"
cannot be replicated at home).
222. Samper v. Providence St. Vincent Med. Ctr., 675 F.3d 1233, 1238 (9th Cir. 2012).
223. See Cehrs v. Northeast Ohio Alzheimer's Research Ctr., 155 F.3d 775, 782 (6th Cir. 1998)
("If an employer cannot show that an accommodation unduly burdens it, then there is no reason to
deny the employee the accommodation."); Langon v. Dep't of Health & Human Servs., 959 F.2d
1053, 1060 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (explaining that the employer failed to offer sufficient evidence that the
employee's working from home produced an undue hardship).
224. Robert v. Bd. of Cty. Comm'rs of Brown Cty., 691 F.3d 1211, 1216 (10th Cir. 2012);
Kvorjak v. Maine, 259 F.3d 48, 56-57 (1st Cir. 2001).
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supervisor who monitors claims representatives' calls,2" and an analyst at
a state administrative agency.22 6 In rejecting these claims, courts often
defer to employers' determinations that the job duties must be performed
at work, even if the need for the employee's physical presence is not
obvious. 227
The analysis of 125 ADA decisions shows the significant influence
of an employer's position that the employee cannot perform the essential
job duties from a remote location. 22 8 Employers argued in 106 of those
125 decisions that the employee's presence was necessary for the
performance of their job duties, with 36 employers arguing that the
employee also needed to be present for specific events, and another four
employers only alleging that the employee needed access to secure or
confidential documents. 229 It is interesting to note that in 60 of those 106
cases (56.6%), employees were able to at least cast some factual doubt as
to whether their physical presence was necessary, but the employer was
still allowed to deny remote work for other reasons in 33 of those 60
cases. 230 Where physical presence was shown by the employer to be
necessary for one of these reasons, the employer was successful in 49 out
of 58 claims (84.5%).231 Clearly, the specific duties of the employee
seeking to work remotely have a significant influence on a court's
approval of a remote work arrangement as an accommodation. At the
same time, numerous employees who were denied remote work as an
accommodation were still able to establish at least a question of fact as to
whether their physical presence was necessary, contradicting the
employer's assertions on that fact. 23 2
Presence may be essential when equipment or software used for the
work is only available at work, or when the confidentiality of information
cannot be preserved at the employee's home.2 3 3 In contrast, remote work
may be reasonable if other employees have access to the confidential
information that the employee with a disability seeks to access

225. Morris-Huse v. GEICO, 748 F. App'x 264, 267 (11th Cir. 2018).
226. Frantti v. New York, 414 F. Supp. 3d 257, 287 (N.D.N.Y. 2019).
227. Id.
228. See infra Appendix A.
229. See infra Appendix A.
230. See infra Appendix A.
231. See infra Appendix A.
232. See infra Appendix A.
233. See Work at Home/Telework as a Reasonable Accommodation, EEOC (Feb. 3, 2003),
https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/work-hometelework-reasonable-accommodation; Morris-Huse
v. GEICO, 748 F. App'x 264, 267 (11th Cir. 2018).
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remotely, 234 or if such access is not actually required to perform the job
duties in question. 25 Advances in technology over the past twenty years
mean that many tasks can be performed remotely without compromising
such confidentiality or reducing work quality. 236 Reliance on such
advances in technology has been evident during the COVID-19
pandemic. 237
Advances in technology may undermine an employer's denial of
remote work as an accommodation, 238 but the unavailability or cost of
requisite technology still can render remote work unreasonable as an
accommodation. For example, the unavailability of requisite technology
resulted in the denial of a claim by a marketing services coordinator with
A remote worker's
petrochemical sensitivity and fibromyalgia. 239
reliance on technology can create the need for additional personnel to
operate that technology, which could render that accommodation
unreasonable or an undue hardship, where reasonableness typically
excludes the hiring of additional employees, as in the claim of an electrical
engineer with occupational asthma.24 0
Even when available, an employer's reluctance to use available
technology related to remote work may help justify the denial of remote
work as an accommodation. Ford, for example, argued that its employee's
request to remote work was unreasonable in part because her physical
presence "was critical to the group dynamic of the resale-buyer team. "241
Initially, the Sixth Circuit noted that "advancing technology has
diminished the necessity of in-person contact to facilitate group
conversations." 24 2 Yet on rehearing, the court held that abstract notions
about advances in technology were insufficient to defeat Ford's motion
for summary judgment when the record failed to show "that a great

234. See Spector v. District of Columbia, No. 1:17-cv-01884, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 34364, at
*6-7, 28 (D.D.C. Feb. 28, 2020) (alleging that other employees were able to access the required
computer system remotely).

235. See Buie v. Berrien, 85 F. Supp. 3d 161, 174 (D.D.C. 2015).
236. See Johnson, supra note 39, at 1257 ("Advances over the past twenty years rendered many
tasks Internet-based to the extent that performing them remotely could not possibly reduce the quality
of the work.").
237. See Joseph F. Kovar, Some May Work From Home PermanentlyAfter COVID-19: Gartner,

CRN (Apr. 13, 2020, 12:07 PM), https://www.cm.com/news/running-your-business/some-maywork-from-home-permanently-after-covid- 19-gartner.
238. See Vande Zande v. wis. Dep't of Admin., 44 F.3d 538, 544-45 (7th Cir. 1995) (noting that
advances in technology may change the viability of remote work as a reasonable accommodation).
239. See Heaser v. Toro Co., 247 F.3d 826, 829, 832 (8th Cir. 2001).
240. See Mulloy v. Acushnet Co., 460 F.3d 141, 143, 149 (1st Cir. 2006).
241. EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 752 F.3d 634, 641 (6th Cir. 2014).
242. Id. at 642.
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technological shift has made this highly interactive job one that can be
effectively performed at home," in part because of Ford's fairly limited
conferencing technologies.24 3 As noted briefly by the dissent, this
reasoning ignores an employer's potential responsibility to update its
technological capacity as an accommodation for an employee seeking to
work remotely. 244
Regardless of technology concerns, people with disabilities who seek
remote work as an accommodation face the burden of proving their ability
to meet an employer's performance expectations by working remotely.2 41
For example, even the successful performance at home over several years
by a salesperson with a degenerative eye condition did not establish its
reasonableness going forward.2 46 The employee seeking to work remotely
must do more than challenge her supervisor's opinion that she is not
performing well.2 47 For example, an employer's honest belief that a
remote worker is not communicating effectively with customers may be
sufficient to show that she is not otherwise qualified for her job.2 48
Conversely, an employee's history of meeting the employer's
performance expectations while remote working could support her
position that remote work is a reasonable accommodation, 24 9 but only if
the employer lacks even a reasonable belief that her performance is
inadequate.
If technology is available without any undue burden, and
performance is not an issue, an employee with a disability could show that
she can adequately perform her duties remotely. For example, physical
presence at work in the United States obviously was not required for a
parts lister with multiple sclerosis who oversaw work being performed in
India.2 10 These limited decisions open the door for employees with
disabilities to establish that physical presence is not an essential job duty
and their absence can be overcome with available technology. This
approach comports with the 1995 prediction that as communications

243. EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 765 (6th Cir. 2015).
244. Id. at 776 (Moore, J., dissenting).
245. See id. at 763.
246. See Whelan v. Teledyne Metalworking Prods., No. 01-1316,2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1908,
at *13-14 (W.D. Pa. Jan. 6, 2006), aff'd 226 F. App'x 141 (3d Cir. 2007).
247. Welch v. Level 3 Commc'ns, LLC, No. 15-13381, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 80985, at *1314 (E.D. Mich. May 26, 2017).
248. Id. at *17-19.
249. See, e.g., Schmidt v. Solis, 891 F. Supp. 2d 72, 89, 92 (D.D.C. 2012) (showing that the
employee met or exceeded performance expectations while remotely working).
250. Bisker v. GGS Info. Servs., Inc., No. 1: CV-07-1465, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53879, at *1011 (M.D. Pa. June 2, 2010).
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technology advances, remote work becomes a more reasonable option for
employees with disabilities.5 1
3.

Employer Policies and Practices

Like their deference to an employer's determination that physical
presence is essential for a particular job, courts often defer to broader
employer policies and practices in finding that remote work is
unreasonable or imposes an undue burden.25 2 For example, an employer's
policy justified the denial of a request to work remotely, even though the
employee's supervisor had acknowledged that remote work could be
reasonable, at least on a short term basis. 2 3 Employers' policies and past
practices have justified the denial of remote work as an accommodation
even if the duties can be performed remotely.
The review of 125 ADA decisions shows that an employer's policy
regarding remote work was raised as a defense by nine employers with
respect to any remote work and by thirty-five employers with respect to
the position occupied by the employee seeking accommodation.25 4
Employers were successful in five out of nine cases (55.5%) based on the
employer's establishment of a broad policy against remote work, and in
28 out of 35 decisions (80%) based the establishment of a policy affecting
the specific position of the employee seeking to work remotely as an
Most employees' successes in defeating this
accommodation. 5
argument by their employers rested on contradictory evidence regarding
the employer's actual policy. 256 Compared to employers arguing that a
specific position requires physical presence without a supporting policy,
as described in the previous section, the adoption of a formal policy
regarding remote work by employees in a specific position appears to
better support the denial of remote work as an accommodation. 2 57
This review demonstrates how employer policies support employers'
denial of remote work as an accommodation. For example, a court upheld
the denial of remote work as an accommodation for an employee with a
251. Vande Zande v. Wis. Dep't of Admin., 44 F.3d 538, 544 (7th Cir. 1995).
252. Credeur v. Louisiana, 860 F.3d 785, 794 (5th Cir. 2017); see generally Black v. wayne
Ctr., 225 F.3d 658 (6th Cir. 2000) (demonstrating the court's deference to employer policies).
253. Credeur, 860 F.3d at 794-95.
254. See infra Appendix A.
255. See infra Appendix A.
256. See, e.g., Kvorjak v. Maine, 259 F.3d 48, 55 (1st Cir. 2001) ("Appellant focuses on the
adjudicator function and there is at least a factual dispute as to whether it can be performed by him at
his home.").

257.

See Kaplan et al., supra note 136 at 440.
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neurological disorder who lacked the requisite amount of time in her
position to qualify for remote work under her employer's policy. 258 No
individualized analysis was applied to that specific employee's ability to
Similarly, consistently applied
work effectively from home.2 9
performance standards in an employer's policy justified the denial of
remote work as an accommodation for an employee with scleroderma and
esophageal dysmotility. 260 These courts did not consider whether an
exception to the employers' policies would have been reasonable or would
create an undue hardship on those employers.2 61 These decisions suggest
that an employer's adoption of a policy allowing remote work during the
COVID-19 pandemic may support requests to work remotely by
employees in similar positions. At the same time, an employer with a
carefully defined policy may be able to avoid providing remote work as
an accommodation if the position or the characteristics of the employee
seeking an accommodation can be distinguished.
Despite this deference to employer policies prohibiting remote work,
an employer's past allowance of remote work does not necessarily mean
that remote work will be deemed reasonable as a future
accommodation. 262 Courts have readily distinguished requests for remote
work as an accommodation by a litigation attorney, an auditor, a gas
supply foreman, and a state administrator, from previous instances in
which those employers had allowed previous remote work on a temporary
basis or by employees with different duties. 263 Even excusing a county
employee's physical presence in the past did not necessarily show that his
presence was not essential, based on the court's logic that a requirement
to accommodate would "punish" the employer for allowing remote work
in the past.2
The review of 125 ADA decisions shows that past practice regarding
employees with disabilities was considered in nine cases, and employers
were successful in three of those nine claims by showing the absence of a
258. Trout v. Elec. Data Sys. Corp., 151 F. App'x 390, 391 (6th Cir. 2005).
259. See generally id. (showing no analysis of whether the plaintiff could fulfill job duties from
home).
260. Spielman v. Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Kan., Inc., No. 98-4184-RDR, 2000 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 19037, at *4, *15 (D. Kan. Nov. 13, 2000).
261. See id.; see also Trout, 151 F. App'x at 390.
262. See generally G6mez-Gonzalez v. Rural Opportunities, Inc., 626 F.3d 654, 664-65 (1st Cir.
2010) (describing that past accomodation was identical, but denied in this instance).
263. Credeur v. Louisiana, 860 F.3d 785, 788, 795 (5th Cir. 2017); Popeck v. Rawlings, Co., 791
F. App'x. 535, 537, 539 (6th Cir. 2019); Cobb v. Phila. Gas Works, No.01-4937, 2004 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 6685 at *3, *38-39 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 31, 2004), aff'd, 118 F. App'x 584 (3d Cir. 2004); Kvorjak
v. Maine, 259 F.3d 48, 58 (1st Cir. 2001).
264. Robert v. Bd. of Cty. Comm'rs of Brown Cty., 691 F.3d 1211, 1217 (10th Cir. 2012).
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past practice allowing similar remote work arrangements for other
employees with disabilities. 2 65 An employer's past practice regarding
allowing remote work by employees without disabilities was raised in a
total of eighteen cases, and the employer was successful in defeating
seven out of those eighteen claims (38.8%) by showing that those other
employees were not allowed to work remotely or were not similarly
situated compared to the employee seeking an accommodation. 266
Conversely, some employees were successful in defeating a motion for
summary judgment if the employer had allowed remote work by similarly
situated employees either with or without disabilities in the past. In one
case, for example, a medical transcriptionist with obsessive compulsive
disorder raised questions of fact regarding the reasonableness of remote
work as an accommodation where the employer allowed others in the
same position to work from home.2 67
An employer's past practice of allowing remote work for the
employee with a disability or other employees will not necessarily bind
the employer to allow remote work as an accommodation, especially
where the employee with a disability seeks more frequent or unscheduled
remote work, compared to the other employees. 268 According to that
court, requiring an accommodation based on past "good deeds" of the
employer would discourage employers from allowing remote work in
general. 269 Along the same lines of reasoning, an airline employee, who
had successfully worked remotely for years, lost on a motion for summary
judgment based on the airline's assertion that her job had changed, so as
to make remote work unreasonable. 270
Past practice of an employer will become even more of a salient issue
given the allowance of remote work during the COVID-19 pandemic. 271
If an employer has allowed other, similarly situated employees to work
remotely, the employee with a disability may find it easier to establish the
reasonableness of remote work as an accommodation. 272 These decisions

265. See infra Appendix A.
266. See infra Appendix A.
267. Humphrey v. Mem'l Hosps. Ass'n, 239 F.3d 1128, 1132, 1136 (9th Cir. 2001).
268. EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 761, 765 (6th Cir. 2015).
269. Id. at 765.
270. Bilinsky v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 928 F.3d 565, 567, 569, 573 (7th Cir. 2019).
271. See generally id. at 573 (explaining that changes in circumstance will allow employers to
rescind or alter accomodations).

272. Bixby v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. 10C405, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974 at *3031 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 8, 2012); see also Hampson v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., No. 1:12-CV-00258,
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 192061 at *26-27 (N.D.N.Y. Mar. 26, 2015) (explaining that remote work is
reasonable based in part on allowance of remote work by two other employees in similar positions).
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represent an opportunity for employees with disabilities to demonstrate
the viability of remote work as an accommodation, particularly where the
employer has allowed remote work by other similarly situated employees
without disabilities. At the same time, an employer's practice of allowing
remote work during the COVID-19 pandemic may not support a request
for remote work as an accommodation if the position or the characteristics
of the employee seeking an accommodation can be distinguished.
4.

Communication with Coworkers, Team Members, and
Clients

The need for in-person communication has justified denial of remote
work as an accommodation, often based on employers' assertions or
assumptions that "most jobs require the kind of teamwork, personal
interaction, and supervision that simply cannot be had in a home office
situation."2 7 3 Similarly, the EEOC has opined that remote work may be
unreasonable for jobs which require "face-to-face interaction and
coordination of work with other employees," or "in-person interaction
2 74
with outside colleagues, clients, or customers."
Courts have been quick to adopt employers' assertions that remote
27
Both employers and
work impacts how employees communicate.
1995 opinion
Circuit's
Seventh
the
in
dicta
the
on
courts regularly rely
that "team work under supervision generally cannot be performed at home
without a substantial reduction in the quality of the employee's
performance."276 For example, one employer claimed that face-to-face
contact with customers lead to higher sales, even where the salesperson's
277
impairment only temporarily prevented his presence at work.
Of the 125 ADA decisions analyzed, forty-four of those decisions
indicated that employers relied on the need for communication between
273. FordMotor Co., 782 F.3d at 761 (citing Rauen v. U.S. Tobacco Mfg. L.P., 319 F.3d 891,
896 (7th Cir. 2003)).
274. U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, EEOC-NVTA-2003-1, work at Home
/Telework as a Reasonable Accommodation (2005); see also U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY
COMM'N, EEOC-NVTA-2009-1, Employer Best Practices for workers with Caregiving
Responsibilities (2009) (showing "impromptu team meetings" are a valid factor for denying employee
flexible work schedule).
275. Kristin Albright waters, Teleworking in HigherEducation: What Managers Should Know
Before Developing Teleworking Policies, 90 COLL. & UNIV. 28, 36 (2015); Timothy R. Dalhstrom,
Telecommuting and Leadership Style, 42 PUB. PERS. MGMT. 438, 442-43 (2013).
276. See, e.g., Gits v. 3M, No. 99-1925, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20871 at *27 (D. Minn. June 15,
2001); Stanley v. Lester M. Prange, Inc., 25 F. Supp. 2d 581, 584 (E.D. Pa. 1998) (citing Vande Zande
v. wis. Dep't of Admin., 44 F.3d 538, 544 (7th Cir. 1995)).
277. Appel v. Inspire Pharm., Inc., 428 F. App'x 279, 282-84 (5th Cir. 2011).
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the employee seeking an accommodation and coworkers, team members,
and or clients. 278 The employer was successful in defeating thirty-three
(75%) of the forty-four decisions. 2 79
Related to these influential
considerations, courts in eleven cases considered whether effective
technology was available to allow for remote work, deciding in the
employers' favor in eight of those eleven cases (72%).280 Similarly,
consideration of the burden on coworkers posed by a remote work
arrangement was considered in twenty cases, and influenced a judgment
in favor of the employer in seventeen of those twenty cases (85%).281
Employers receive considerable deference in deeming that physical
presence at work is necessary for communication with co-workers, team
members, or clients. In one example, a court concluded that an employee
of the Environmental Protection Agency (hereinafter "EPA") with serious
allergies could not work remotely and still effectively perform her duties,
which included coordination with coworkers, because requiring
coworkers to come to her home, only after changing their clothing and
washing, would place an undue burden on the employer. 282 Similarly, the
discontinuation of a remote work accommodation for an American
Airlines employee was allowed based on the employer's assertion that her
job had "evolved" to require "frequent face-to-face meetings with team
members on short notice to coordinate work." 2 83
Both of these courts failed to challenge the employers' positions that
communication with coworkers could only take place in person. 284 Other
courts have been more receptive to such challenges. For example, a bank
failed to show that a project manager was unable to facilitate meetings,
work with other people, and coordinate his projects effectively, where
teleconferencing and e-mail were available to do so. 285 As a different
court noted, regarding a Vice President of Operations, a request to work
from home should not be denied "solely because a job involves some
contact and coordination with other employees," particularly where
"meetings can be conducted effectively by telephone and information can

278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.
(N.D. Ill.

See infra Appendix A.
See infra Appendix A.
See infra Appendix A.
See infra Appendix A.
Morris v. Jackson, 994 F. Supp. 2d 38, 48 (D.D.C. 2013).
Bilinsky v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 928 F.3d 565, 573 (7th Cir. 2019).
Id. at 573-74; Morris, 994 F. Supp. 2d at 48-49.
Bixby v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. 10C405, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974 at *29
Mar. 8, 2012).
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Outside of these rare
be exchanged quickly through e-mail." 286
determination as
employer's
an
to
exceptions, courts regularly defer
whether physical presence at work is essential for communications
287
between the employee with a disability and others.
5.

Need for Supervision

Employers regularly assert that the need for in-person supervision is
an essential job requirement that prevents remote work as a reasonable
accommodation. 288 In turn, courts regularly rely on supervisors' opinions
2 89
This position
that they do not trust their subordinates to work remotely.
is supported by the EEOC's Fact Sheet identifying "the employer's ability
to supervise the employee adequately" as an important factor in
290
As
determining whether remote work is a reasonable accommodation.
noted by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, "[d]irect employee
supervision is easiest when the employee shows up regularly at work. It
is much harder to do remotely, particularly when the employee never
comes to the office at all." 291 This reasoning supported one court's
decision that remote work was an unreasonable accommodation for a debt
collector, whose calls required legal compliance and monitoring by a
supervisor.292
Our analysis of 125 ADA decisions shows that the employer argued
the significance of the need for supervision of employees seeking an
accommodation in twenty-one cases, including thirteen arguing that the
employer needed to exercise in-person supervision generally, and eight
arguing that specific employees seeking accommodation needed in person
supervision. 293 The employer was successful in gaining dismissal of in
nine of the thirteen (69%), asserting a general need to supervise, and in
five out of eight cases (62.5%) alleging a need to supervise the employee
with a disability. 294 Conversely, employees raised questions of fact
286. Boltz v. United Process Controls, No. 1:16-CV-703, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 75234 at *23
(S.D. Ohio May 17, 2017) (internal citation omitted).
287. EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 761 (6th Cir. 2015).
288. See, e.g., Mason v. Avaya Commc'ns, Inc., 357 F.3d 1114, 1121 (10th Cir. 2004) (showing
the employer established that it could not supervise employee remotely).
289. Id.
290. U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, EEOC-NVTA-2003-1, Work at Home
/Telework as a Reasonable Accommodation (2005).
291. Credeur v. Louisiana, 860 F.3d 785, 793 (5th Cir. 2017).
292. Heaser v. AllianceOne Receivables Mgmt., No. 07-Cv-2924, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6079
at *9-10 (D. Minn. Jan. 27, 2009).
293. See infra Appendix A.
294. See infra Appendix A.
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regarding the reasonableness of remote work as an accommodation if they
could show past success in working at home or a lack of support for the
While not the most
employer's concerns regarding supervision.2 9
common reason for denial of remote work as an accommodation, courts
seem fairly willing to accept an employer's assertion that presence at work
is necessary for effective supervision.2 96
The denial of remote work by Avaya Communications, Inc.,
(hereinafter "Avaya") a company which sells a variety of communications
technology, demonstrates the influence of an employer's argument that an
employee must be physically present to be supervised. 297 In Mason v.
Avaya Communications, Inc., the court held that Avaya could deny the
request of a service coordinator with post-traumatic stress disorder to
work remotely because its technology could only monitor that the
employee was logged into her home computer, not what she was doing
when using her computer.298 Thus, the court willingly assumed that the
employee's physical presence at work was essential to Avaya's review of
her productivity. 299 The court also seemed to be influenced by the fact
that the position was a "low level hourly position" that was
"administrative in nature." 300
Like Avaya, Delta Air Lines was not required to allow remote work
by a reservations sales agent with a chemical sensitivity because it
provided "extensive in-person and on the job training, monitoring,
evaluating and counseling that are essential," and physical presence was
"necessary to ensure that this critical sales position is performed
properly." 301 The court concluded, without any additional evidentiary
basis, that "[s]upervisors could not properly monitor and evaluate the
performance of an off-site sales agent." 302 Both the Mason and Whillock
v. Delta Air Lines, Inc. decisions ignore the possibility that completion of
tasks, sales figures, or other objective information would be an adequate
representation of the employees' performance. 303 These decisions
demonstrate the significant influence of employers' claims that physical
presence is necessary for effective supervision.

295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
302.
303.

See, e.g., Vande Zande v. wis. Dep't of Admin., 44 F.3d 538, 544 (7th Cir. 1995).
See, e.g., Mason v. Avaya Commc'ns, Inc., 357 F.3d 1114, 1121 (10th Cir. 2004).
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 1120.
Whillock v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 926 F. Supp. 1555, 1564 (N.D. Ga. 1995).
Id. at 1564.
Mason, 357 F.3d at 1121-24; Whillock, 926 F. Supp. at 1564-66.
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Even if an employer concedes that some employees can be
supervised remotely, an employee's past performance may negatively
impact the reasonableness of a request to remote work without direct
supervision. For example, remote work was unreasonable for two
different attorneys because one was unable to "adequately account for her
time," 304 and the second attorney had past attendance issues, including a
lack of accountability while working remotely. 305
The employer's concerns regarding the performance of the person
seeking remote work as an accommodation may not always undermine its
reasonableness as an accommodation. In one case, for example, an
employer failed to justify its limitation of remote work to those employees
who were not involved in a disciplinary process, at least where that past
discipline was connected with the disability of the employee seeking
accommodation. 306 Using a different line of reasoning, another court
disregarded an employer's argument that remote work would be
unreasonable for an employee with past performance or attendance issues,
at least where the employer that presented no evidence that remote
working would negatively affect performance. 307 Similarly, a second
court relied on the employee's testimony that working from home would
enable her to work more than without the accommodation, because
conditions at home would not aggravate her migraines. 308 These decisions
recognize that supervisors may be able to use alternative means of
evaluating remote workers' performance to render such an arrangement

reasonable as an accommodation.
Overall, these decisions demonstrate the difficulty faced by
employees with disabilities to obtain remote work as an
accommodation.309 An employer's determination that physical presence
is essential, a policy against remote work, or the need for in-person

304. Credeur v. Louisiana, 860 F.3d 785, 795 (5th Cir. 2017); see also McIntyre v. Archuleta,
No. 2:14-cv-00327, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 98841 at *21-22 (w.D. Pa. July 29, 2015) (explaining
that remote work was unreasonable where performance was "minimally successful," requiring
"extensive supervisory control").
305. Hersko v. Wilson, No. 3:15-cv-215, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 119573 at *17 (S.D. Ohio July
18, 2018).
306. See Humphrey v. Mem'l Hosp. Ass'n, 239 F.3d 1128, 1132, 1137 (9th Cir. 2001) (working
at home could be a reasonable accommodation for medical transcriptionist when the essential job
function can be performed at home).
307. Bixby v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. 10C405, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974 at *3031 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 8, 2012).
308. Hampson v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., No. 1:12-CV-00258, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
192061 at *30-31 (N.D. N.Y. Mar. 26, 2015).
309. See Bixby, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974, at *30-31; Hampson, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
192061, at *30-31; Humphrey, 239 F.3d at 1132, 1137.
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communication or supervision of the employee with a disability can
justify the denial of remote work as an accommodation.3 1 0 Many of these
courts fail to recognize that continuous advances in technology and the
demonstrated success of remote workers without disabilities could
establish the reasonableness of remote work as an accommodation. 31 1
Moreover, a lack of individualized attention to the situation of the specific
employee seeking to work remotely undermines remote work's potential
for enabling more people with disabilities to enter or remain as productive
contributors in the work force.3 12
III.

A NEW APPROACH TO REMOTE WORK FOR EMPLOYEES
WITH DISABILITIES

This review of court decisions resolving claims for remote work as
an accommodation shows that courts continue to allow employers to deny
remote work accommodation requests by employees with disabilities,
despite the general trend allowing virtual work arrangements for all
employees. 3 1 3 While some of the denials in these judicial opinions are
based on the demonstrated need for the employee's physical presence at
work, others rely heavily on the need for in-person interaction with a team,
coworkers, or supervision, in addition to employers' policies or
practices.3 14 The reasons for denial of accommodation outlined above
reveal the challenges in relying on the ADA alone to secure remote work
as an accommodation. "Second generation discrimination," like these
denials of accommodation requests, requires a proactive problem-solving
approach, rather than just a regulatory system.3 1 5 Thus, we propose a new
approach to address the reasons why employees with disabilities often are
denied remote work as an accommodation.

310. EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 762 (6th Cir. 2015).
311. See, e.g., Bilinsky v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 928 F.3d 565, 573 (7th Cir. 2019); Bixby, 2012
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974, at *28; Credeur v. Louisiana, 860 F.3d 785, 795 (5th Cir. 2017); Hampson,
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 192061, at *30-31; Humphrey, 239 F.3d at 1132, 1137; McIntyre v. Archuleta,
No. 2:14-cv-00327, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 98841, at *21-23 (W.D. Pa. July 29, 2015).
312. Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 357.
313. See, e.g., Bilinsky, 928 F.3d at 573; Bixby, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974, at *28-29;
Credeur, 860 F.3d at 793-94; EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 763-64 (6th Cir. 2015);
Hostettler v. Coll. of Wooster, 895 F.3d 844, 857 (6th Cir. 2018); Mason v. Avaya Commc'ns, Inc.,
357 F.3d 1114, 1121 (10th Cir. 2004); Mobley v. Allstate Ins. Co., 531 F.3d 539, 547-48 (7th Cir.
2008); Mulloy v. Acushnet Co., 460 F.3d 141, 149 (1st Cir. 2006); Smith v. Ameritech, 129 F.3d 857,
867 (6th Cir. 1997); Vande Zande v. Wis. Dep't of Admin., 44 F.3d 538, 544-45 (7th Cir. 1995).
314. See cases cited supra note 313.
315.

Susan Sturm, Second Generation Employment Discrimination: A Structural Approach, 101

COLUM. L. REv. 458, 475, 483 (2001).
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The widespread reliance on remote workers during the COVID-19
pandemic demonstrates that many workers are "capable of maintaining
their output" while working remotely. 316 To make determinations
regarding whether remote work would be a reasonable accommodation
for people with disabilities, both employers and courts reviewing ADA
claims should follow the guidance from Stone and Colella in 1996, as well
as subsequent research showing the viability of remote work
This research provides a wealth of information
arrangements. 317
regarding the organizational characteristics, attributes of employees with
disabilities, attributes of coworkers, and attributes of supervisors on (1)
the success of remote work arrangements for employees with
disabilities,3 18 (2) the effect of remote work arrangements on employees
with disabilities,3 19 and (3) the effect of remote work arrangements on
observers (coworkers, supervisors).32 0 This application of Stone and
Colella's model considers factors that operate at multiple levels within
organizations (e.g., organizational, team/supervisor, and individual
levels). Unless a job absolutely cannot be performed without the
employee being present on the work site, these multilevel factors should
be considered in determining the reasonableness of remote work for the
employees with disabilities.
A.

OrganizationalCharacteristics

At the organizational level, several characteristics may impact the
The relevant
effect and success of remote work arrangements.
characteristics include the availability of technology, a culture that
promotes its success, and the creation of a policy regarding remote work,
including a remote working agreement.321 Beyond technology and other

316. Maurie Backman, Could COVID-19 Cause a Permanent Shift to Remote Work?, THE
MOTLEY FOOL (Mar. 24, 2020), https://www.fool.com/careers/2020/03/24/could-covid-19-cause-a-

permanent-shift-to-remote-w.aspx.
317. See generally Stone & Colella, supra note 4 (providing a model for treatment of disabled
individuals in organizations).
318. Id. at 352.
319. Id. at 354 ("[T]he primary purposes of the model are to (a) provide a framework for
understanding the factors that influence the way disabled individuals are treated in organizations, (b)
generate increased interest in disability issues among organizational researchers, and (c) provide a
useful guide for conducting future research on the treatment of persons with disabilities in workrelated settings.").
320. Id. at 379 (explaining that expected contact and expected outcomes are two factors that
influence observers' job-related expectancies).
321. Telework Employees: Telework Basics, TELEWORK.Gov, https://www.telework.gov
/federal-community/telework-employees/telework-basics/ (last visited Dec. 5, 2020).
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supports, an organization's characteristics will affect the success of
remote workers in general as well as the acceptance of remote work as an
accommodation for employees with disabilities. 322
Resources may be needed to make remote work successful, including
the appropriate technology to provide opportunity for essential virtual
communication.3 23 Training and coaching in the use of that technology
and keeping remote workers engaged overall can also be important to a
remote worker's success.3 24 For example, the Telework Enhancement Act
of 2010,325 supports remote work by federal employees and requires that
any remote workers complete training, including technology security. 326
Beyond resources, organizations should consider the "fit" between
an organization's characteristics and the adoption of remote work,
including structural factors, competitiveness of the work environment,
and corporate culture.3 27 As described earlier, certain professions and
levels of employees may be better suited for remote work. 328 In addition,
institutional environments as well as behavior of peer institutions shape
managers' beliefs and attitudes about remote work, perhaps more than
internal "fit" factors. 329
In making an assessment of whether remote work is feasible as an
accommodation, employers should commit to a thorough job analysis to

322. Telework Managers: Results-Oriented Management, TELEWORK.GOV,
www.telework.gov/federal-community/telework-managers/results-oriented-management/

https://
(last

visited Dec. 5, 2020) (explaining benefits of good performance management techniques).
323. See Ron Brown, Robots, New Technology, and Industry 4.0 in Changing Workplaces.
Impacts on Labor and Employment Laws, 7 AM. U. BUS. L. REV. 349, 357-60 (2018) (describing
introduction of new technology); see also Nancy Pais, 10 Technologies You Need To Have a Remote
Workforce, 31WEST, https://www.31west.netfblog/10-technologies-need-remote-workforce/ (last
visited Dec. 5, 2020) (listing technologies to create a more efficient workforce).
324.

Mason Stevenson, How to Engage the Remote Workforce, HR EXCHANGE NETWORK (Jan.

https://www.hrexchangenetwork.com/hr-tech/news/how-to-engage-the-remote2020),
6,
workforce?utmcampaign=HRIQ-NL-01.07.2020&utmmedium=email&utm
_source=intemalemail&MAC=HRIQ%7C 1ORRDB5W&elqContactId=22522410&disc=&elqCampId=67158&utm
_content=HRIQ%20Newsletter%2001.07.20_B; see also Lauren M. Sobaski, Leaving The
Mothership: Tips ForLaunching A Telecommuting Worker, FISHER PHILLIPS (Apr. 2, 2018), https://
www.fisherphillips.com/resources-newsletters-article-leaving-the-mothership-tips-for-launching-

("Finally, provide training for your
a?click_source=sitepilot06!2993!aGlja294cOBtc3UuZWRl
management staff so they have the tools needed to effectively manage a remote workforce.").
325. Telework Enhancement Act of 2010, 5 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6506 (2012), https://
www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/BILLS-1 llhrl 722enr/pdf/BILLS-1 1 hri 722enr.pdf.
326. Telework Employees: Telework Basics, supra note 321.
327. Peters & Heusinkveld, supra note 32, at 108, 110, 127.
328. See supranotes 60-64 and accompanying text.
329. Peters & Heusinkveld, supra note 32, at 110, 127.
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determine whether job duties can be performed remotely.330 This
assessment should be open to the possibility that the remote work may be
appropriate for at least a portion of the employee's hours, even if some
duties require physical presence at work. 3 1 This analysis will also assist
in determining whether the remote employee still needs to work a set
schedule to be effective. 3 2 Employers should not confuse remote work
with working an unreliable schedule, particularly where a remote work
arrangement may result in greater reliability and attendance for employees

with disabilities. 333
Second, organizational culture, "the set of shared, taken-for-granted
implicit assumptions that a group holds and that determines how it
perceives, thinks about and reacts to its various environments,"3 34 can
greatly impact the success of remote work by all, including employees
with disabilities. An organization's culture is more important in a virtual
work environment, so the organization needs to intentionally convert that
culture to a remote working situation to prevent workers' isolation and
increase employee engagement. 33 Moreover, a culture of inclusiveness
is required to support remote work policies. 336
Third, the viability of remote work arrangements will be enhanced
by clear policies and formalized procedures for employees with
disabilities to make requests for workplace accommodations, and for all
employees to request a remote work arrangement. 33 7 An organization's
policy on remote work should provide objective criteria regarding the
conduct and performance of remote workers, as well as the criteria for
being allowed to work remotely.338 Despite the need for clear policies, an
employer must also be flexible in providing the opportunity for remote
work as an accommodation if the interactive process with the employee
with a disability reveals the reasonableness of that accommodation, even

330.

Telework Managers:Results-OrientedManagement, supra note 322.

331. Id. ("It is important to note that performance standards for teleworking employees must be
the same as performance standards for non-teleworking employees.").
332.

Telework Managers: Work Schedules, TELEWORK.Gov,

https://www.telework.gov

/federal-community/telework-managers/work-schedules/ (last visited Dec. 5, 2020).
333. Id.
334. Edgar H. Schein, Culture: The Missing Concept in OrganizationStudies, 41 ADMIN. SCi.
Q. 229, 236 (1996).
335. Mike Thomas, What COVID-19 Meansfor the Futureof Remote Work, BuILTIN (Apr. 5,
2020), https://builtin.com/remote-work/covid-19-remote-work-future.
336.

Brenda A. Lautsch et al., Supervisory Approaches and Paradoxes in Managing

Telecommuting Implementation, 62 HuM. RELS. 795, 799 (2009).
337. Kaplan et al., supra note 136, at 437, 439-40.
338. Sobaski, supra note 324.
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if that arrangement might otherwise conflict with standard employer
policy. 339
An employer's policy regarding remote work should provide for an
individualized remote work agreement. A remote work agreement,
whether for an employee with a disability or not, should specify the
remote employee's agreement to adhere to the employer's policies, or
explain any variations in policy that have been agreed upon. 340 This
agreement should address specific issues related to the individual remote
worker, including the location of their work, a work schedule, a
description of the equipment to be used, and a safety checklist. 341 The
employer and the remote employee should agree to specific hours that the
remote worker will be available to interact with coworkers, clients, or
others. 342 Such an agreement can also include arrangements for support
of the remote worker by co-workers, when necessary, and specific
expectations regarding communication with both supervision and coworkers. 343 The agreement should also address the protection of sensitive
data. 3" An explanation of how the remote worker's performance will be
evaluated should also be included. 345 Lastly, the agreement should specify
the conditions under which the remote work arrangement may be ended,
even if provided as a reasonable accommodation, such as a measurable
decline in performance.34 6
As discussed in the court decision review section, lack of supportive
employer policies and practices were one of the major reasons why remote
work was not required as an accommodation. As this analysis shows,

339. See Kaplan et al., supra note 136, at 439-40 (arguing that despite the need for clear policies,
accommodation decisions must be made on case-by-case basis).
340. Id. at 439-44; see also Martin Berman-Gorvine, Telecommuting Can Work, With Proper
Preparation, BLOOMBERG L.: DAILY LAB. REP. (July 14, 2017), https://www.bloomberglaw.com
/document/XAEGPM7C000000?bna_news_filter=daily-laborreport&jcsearch=BNA%25200000015d2d43d0d1a1fd2ffbb1250000#j cite (noting the need for a
"well-drafted telecommuting policy").
341. Telework Employees: Telework Basics, supra note 321.
342. See Tomika W. Greer & Stephanie C. Payne, Overcoming Telework Challenges:Outcomes
of Successful Telework Strategies, 17 THE PSYCH.-MANAGER J. 87, 91-92 (2014) (noting importance
of remote workers' schedule for accessibility); Stevenson, supra note 105; TeleworkManagers: Work
Schedules, supra note 332.
343. See Greer & Payne, supra note 342, at 91 (noting the importance of communication while
working remotely); Telework Employees: Telework Basics, supra note 321, at 101.
344. val LeTellier, Remote Work Considerationsin the COVID-19 Age, SEC. MGMT. (Apr. 7,
https://www.asisonline.org/security-management-magazine/latest-news/online-exclusives
2020),
/2020/remote-work-considerations-in-the-covid 19-age/.
345. Allen et al., supra note 71, at 59.
346. See Brenda A. Lautsch & Ellen Ernst Kossek, Managing a Blended Workforce:
Telecommuters and Non-Telecommuters, 40 ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS 10, 12 (2011).
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organizational characteristics influence (1) the success of remote work
arrangements for employees with disabilities, 347 (2) the effect of remote
work arrangements on employees with disabilities,34 8 and (3) the effect of
9
remote work arrangements on observers (coworkers, supervisors).34
Remote work is more likely to have a positive impact on both employees
with disabilities and observers (supervisors and coworkers) when (1)
organizations have technology that enables conducting work virtually, 3so
(2) organizations have norms and values that endorse accommodations to
people who have legitimate needs, 351 and (3) organizations have
established policies and practices that clearly spell out procedures to
request accommodations and/or remote work arrangements. 3 2
B. Attributes of Employees with Disabilities
The individualized analysis required by the ADA 35 3 fits well with the
conduct of a "fit assessment" before allowing employees to work
remotely. This assessment includes measuring an employee's overall
preference for face-to-face interaction with peers and supervisors," 4 as
well as screening for qualities that will promote successful remote
work. 5 At the same time, employers should not assume that employees
with disabilities lack the characteristics related to successful remote
work.3 56 Employers should also exercise caution in restricting remote
work arrangements based on an employee's job tenure or past
performance. 35 7

347. Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 352.
348. Id. at 354.
349. Id. at 379.
350. See Johnson, supra note 39, at 1257 (noting that advances in technology over the last twenty
years allow tasks to be performed remotely without reducing the work quality).
351. See Kaplan et al., supra note 136, at 436.
352. Id. at 437.
353. U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, EEOC-CVG-2003-1, ENFORCEMENT
GUIDANCE ON REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION AND UNDUE HARDSHIP UNDER THE ADA (2002)

("An accommodation ...
354.

must be effective in meeting the needs of the individual.").

Shana Lebowitz, Why workingfrom home won't become the norm anytime soon, BUS.

INSIDER (June 9, 2015), http://www.businessinsider.com/working-from-home-wont-become-thenorm-2015-6 (theorizing that physical workplaces will not be eradicated because employees desire
face-to-face interaction).
355. Cinquegrani, supra note 11 ("TeleTech does 'a fit assessment' to see if an applicant is a
good candidate for working remotely.").
356. Anderson et al., supra note 39, at 97.
357. See Ozgur Turetken et al., An EmpiricalInvestigationof the Impact ofIndividual and Work
Characteristics on Telecommuting Success, 54 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PRO. COMMC'N 56, 61
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An employer can begin with an employee's self-assessment of their
ability to work remotely, including the logistical feasibility of working at
home as well as personal "work habits that support independent task
performance," including the ability both to work under minimal
supervision and communicate remotely, as well as time management
skills. 358 Likewise, management can assess the fit between employees and
the level of their engagement in remote work. 359 For example, job
satisfaction is higher among remote workers with a greater desire for order
and autonomy, 360 as well as remote workers with better communication
skills. 3 61 However, there is a lack of evidence that an employee's lack of
communication skills has a negative impact on their performance and
productivity. 362 On a more individual level, employers may want to look
for qualities such as resilience, time management skills, and independent
decision-making ability, in addition to comfort with using technology. 363
Self-efficacy has also been linked with successful remote work
arrangements. 3
In addition, employers should consider personality characteristics of
"extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness," which
have been linked to job satisfaction among remote workers. 365 In addition,
different methods of communication may be more satisfying for
employees with particular personality traits.3 66
In contrast with consideration of these employee characteristics,
employers must guard against denying remote work as an accommodation
based on stereotypes regarding employees with disabilities. Stereotypes
are beliefs about certain groups' characteristics and behaviors and serve

(2011); Bixby v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., No.
31 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 8, 2012).
358.

10C405,

2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974, at *30-

Telework Employees: Telework Basics, supra note 321; Telework Employees: Self-

Assessment, TELEWORK.GoV, https://www.telework.gov/federal-community/telework-employees
/self-assessment/ (last visited Sept. 4, 2020).
359. Virick et al., supra note 23, at 151.
360. Allen et al., supra note 71, at 48.
361. Turetken et al., supra note 357, at 64.
362. Id.
363. Cinquegrani, supra note 11, at 3.
364. Sumita Raghuram et al., Adjustment to Telecommuting: Role of Self-Efficacy and
Structuring, 2000 ACAD. MGMT. PROCS. C1, C4 (2000) ("We have proposed that telecommuters who

work more days from their homes will demonstrate a stronger relationship between self-efficacy and
adjustment to telecommuting.").
365.

Stephanie A. Smith et al., Communication and Teleworking: A Study of Communication

Channel Satisfaction, Personality, andJob Satisfactionfor Teleworking Employees, 55 INT'L J. Bus.
COMMC'N 44, 53, 55 (2018).
366. See id. at 61-62.
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as cognitive shortcuts.3 6 7 An employer's decision-maker, who may well
hold stereotypes against employees with disabilities, 368 may regard them
as less capable,369 and may attribute them with negative characteristics,
such as being "aloof-introverted, lazy-submissive, and ingenuousunassuming. "370 Negative characteristics are most likely to be attributed
to certain disabilities associated with negative behaviors, 37 1 as well as
employees with intellectual disabilities and mental illnesses because of
misperceptions and biases as well as uncertainty and concerns regarding
their impact on productivity, safety, liability, and even the employer's
public image.3 72 If employers assume that an employee with a disability
has such characteristics, employers may have more concerns about
effective communication with them when working virtually.3 73 However,
if employees with disabilities are given the opportunity to demonstrate
personality and employability characteristics that are compatible with
remote work, employers' concerns may prove to be unfounded.
Employers must also be aware that stigmatization may be
exacerbated by a remote working arrangement, 374 given the importance of
personal contact in reducing the impact of stigmatization. 375 Thus, an
employee's disability should not negatively influence the availability of a
remote work arrangement absent objective, individualized evidence that
the employee is unsuitable for remote work.
Regardless of disability, some employers may limit access to remote
work arrangements to employees with longer job tenure. Research does
suggest a connection between an employee's tenure and an understanding
of an organization's culture, 376 which can be important to the success of

367. James L. Hilton & William Von Hippel, Stereotypes, 47 ANN. REV. PSYCH. 237, 239-240
(1996).
368. Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 353.
369. See Lily Run Ren et al., A Meta-Analysis ofExperimental Studies on the Effects ofDisability
on Human Resource Judgments, 18 HUM. RES. MGMT. REV. 191, 199 (2008).
370. Catherine S. Fichten & Rhonda Amsel, Trait Attributions About College Students with a
Physical Disability: Circumplex Analyses and Methodological Issues, 16 J. APPLED Soc. PSYCH.
410, 423 (1986).
371. See Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 358.
372.

See Darlene D. Unger et al., Workplace Discrimination and Mental Retardation: The

National EEOC ADA Research Project, 23 J. VOCATIONAL REHAB. 145, 146 (2005); Elizabeth F.
Emens, The Sympathetic Discriminator: Mental Illness, Hedonic Costs, and the ADA, 94 GEO. L.J.
399, 417-19 (2006).
373. See Unger et al., supra note 372, at 146; Emens, supra note 372, at 463-464, 475; Baker et
al., supra note 29, at 423.
374. Baker et al., supra note 29, at 422.
375.

Emens, supra note 372, at 445.

376. Turetken et al., supra note 357, at 58 (hypothesizing that telecommuters with longer tenure
at an organization will report higher satisfaction with telecommuting); see also Jane E. Humble et al.,
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remote work.37 7 However, some research shows that job tenure only
affects satisfaction among remote workers, rather than their overall
success. 37 8 These findings suggest that employees with disabilities who
are new to an organization should not necessarily be denied remote work
as an accommodation.
In addition to the nature of disability and tenure, prior performance
levels of employees with disabilities may also be influential.3 79 For
example, the Telework Enhancement Act of 2010 specifies that a federal
employee is ineligible for remote work if she has been disciplined for
absenteeism in the past year, if the employee has engaged in certain ethical
violations, or if the "performance of that employee does not comply with
the terms of the written agreement between the agency manager and that
employee." 380 As shown in the court decision review section, the ability
to perform essential duties is one of the four major concerns that the
employer has with regard to remote work for employees with
disabilities. 381 Employers should also be aware that negative assumptions
about people with disabilities may be tempered by higher education or
professional skills, 382 so greater individualized attention should be
afforded to lower level workers seeking remote work arrangements. Thus,
employers should not deny remote work for employees with disabilities
because of concerns about productivity loss, if the denial is based on
stereotypes rather than actual past performance.
Employers may deny remote work as an accommodation for a
particular employee with a disability who has shown performance

Benefits of Telecommutingfor Engineersand Other High-Tech Professionals,37 INDUS. MGMT. 15,

18-19 (1995) (showing that remote workers with "substantial professional experience" are more
successful).
377. Turetken et al., supranote 357, at 58; wiesenfeld et al., supranote 95, at 215.
378. Turetken et al., supra note 357, at 61; see also France B6langer, Workers' Propensity to
Telecommute: An Empirical Study, 35 INFO. & MGMT. 139, 145 (1999) (showing no significant
difference in job tenure, satisfaction, and success between remote and other workers).
379. Marilynn B. Brewer & Norman Miller, Beyond the Contact Hypothesis: Theoretical
Perspectiveson Desegregation,in GROUPS IN CONTACT: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DESEGREGATION 295
(Norman Miller & Marilynn B. Brewer eds., 1984); Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 352-53.
380. Telework Enhancement Act of 2010, H.R. 1722, 111th Cong. § 2(a), § 6502 (a-b) (2010)
(enacted).

381. See, e.g., Samper v. Providence St. Vincent Med. Ctr., 675 F.3d 1233, 1235, 1237-38 (9th
Cir. 2012); Langon v. Dep't of Health & Hum. Servs., 959 F.2d 1053, 1055 (D.C. Cir. 1992); Buie v.
Berrien, 85 F. Supp. 3d 161, 171-74 (D.D.C. 2015); EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753, 753,
757-58 (6th Cir. 2015); welch v. Level 3 Commc'ns, No. 15-13381, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 80985,
at *1, *13-14, *17 (E.D. Mich. May 26, 2017).
382. See E. Paul Holmes & L. Philip River, Individual Strategiesfor Coping with the Stigma of
Severe Mental Illness, 5 COGNmTIVE & BEHAV. PRAC. 231, 236-37 (1998) (explaining that
psychoeducation and the introduction to new skills help to temper negative self assumptions).
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deficiencies in the past. However, if the employee's past performance or
attendance deficiencies arose from the employer's reluctance to
accommodate that employee, then those concerns should not be relied
upon to deny remote work as an accommodation. 383 As one court noted,
"[i]t would be inconsistent with the purposes of the ADA to permit an
employer to deny an otherwise reasonable accommodation because of
past disciplinary action taken due to the disability sought to be
accommodated."3 84 Thus, employers should ensure that an employee's
past performance provides an accurate picture of their potential for
success as a remote worker.
This analysis demonstrates that attributes of employees with
disabilities influence (1) prevalence and success of remote work
arrangements for employees with disabilities, (2) the effect of remote
work arrangements on employees with disabilities, and (3) the effect of
remote work arrangements on observers (e.g., coworkers and
supervisors). 385 Remote work is more likely to have a positive impact on
attitudes and behaviors of both employees with disabilities and observers
when (1) the nature of the disability prevents one from working in the
office and requires remote work,386 (2) employees with disabilities have
high levels of prior performance, 387 (3) employees with disabilities have
characteristics conducive to remote work,388 and (4) employees with
disabilities are associated with high status or social power. 389
C. Attributes of and Interactionswith Coworkers
The commitment and organizational identification of remote workers
depend largely on the quality of their relationships with coworkers and
supervisors, the amount of social support they receive, and coworker
inclusionary behaviors.390 At the same time, remote work can have a
significant impact on coworkers who work onsite, including effects on

383. Humphrey v. Mem'l Hosps. Ass'n, 239 F.3d 1128, 1137 (9th Cir. 2001).
384. Id.
385. See supra notes 318-320 and accompanying text.
386. U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, EEOC-CvG-2003-1, ENFORCEMENT
GUIDANCE ON REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION AND UNDUE HARDSHIP UNDER THE ADA (2002).

387.

See, e.g., Brewer & Miller, supranote 379, at 295; Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 352-

388.

See, e.g., Cinquegrani, supra note 11; Telework Employees: Telework Basics, supra note

53.
321; Raghuram et al., supra note 364, at C4; Smith et al., supra note 365, at 53-55.
389. See, e.g., Holmes & River, supra note 382, at 232-33, 238 (showing the effects that result
when disabled employees are not associated with status or social interaction).
390. Allen et al., supra note 71, at 48.
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collaboration and willingness to share job knowledge, as well as
increasing workload and reducing flexibility in conducting work
activities.39 ' Coworkers of remote workers tend to have lower job
satisfaction as remote work becomes more prevalent and extensive,
reducing face-to-face interactions, with greater impact on coworkers with
relatively less job autonomy.3 92
In addition, remote work as an
accommodation may be viewed as favoritism by other employees."' This
perception can be addressed by refraining remote work as a right rather
than a privilege. 394
At the same time, attributes of coworkers may influence the
treatment of employees with disabilities. 395 Indeed, the third party is an
important group that plays a part in the creation and maintenance of
special work arrangements. 396
When supervisors consider such
idiosyncratic work arrangements for employees with disabilities, they
tend to factor in the potential reactions from coworkers, who may be
directly influenced by this arrangement, as outlined above. 397
Coworkers who have a low level of tolerance for ambiguity, which
can be increased by the allowance of remote work, may react negatively
to such arrangements. They might blame the employee with a disability
for bringing change that adds inconvenience and complexity to work.
Such negative reactions, especially among more aggressive coworkers
who express their feelings, may cause difficulty in teamwork and
collaboration. 398

391. Timothy Golden, Co-Workers Who Telework and the Impact on Those in the Office:
Understandingthe Implicationsof Virtual Workfor Co-Worker Satisfaction and Turnover Intentions,
60 HuM. RELS. 1641, 1643-44, 1653-61 (2007); see also Bailey & Kurland, supra note 62, at 393

(explaining that coworkers of remote workers may face increased burden and interruptions).
392. See Golden, supra note 391, at 1641, 1643-44, 1653.
393. Kathy Charmaz, Disclosing Illness andDisability in the Workplace, 3 J. INT'L EDUC. Bus.
6, 12 (2010); Putnam et al., supra note 34, at 426; see also, Kaplan et al., supra note 136, at 438
(explaining that remote work arrangements may be seen by coworkers as "special treatment").

394.
395.
396.
397.

Putnam et al., supra note 34, at 415.
Stone & Colella, supra note 4, at 352, 369-70.
ROUSSEAU, supranote 10, at 111.
Jana Copeland et al., Assessing Cognitive and Affective Reactions of Employers Toward

People with Disabilities in the Workplace, 20 J. OF OCCUPATIONAL REHAB. 427, 429-431 (2010);
Patrick W. Corrigan et al., The Stigma of Mental Illness: Explanatory Models and Methods for
Change, 11 APPLIED & PREVENTIVE PSYCH. 179, 185 (2005); Rebecca R. Reinke et al., Examining
Two Aspects of Contact on the Stigma of MentalIllness, 23 J. OF SOC. & CLINICAL PSYCH. 377, 378,

385 (2004).
398. See Copeland et al., supra note 397, at 428, 430, 431 (finding that certain co-workers do
not want to work with disabled co-workers if their performance reward will be dependant on the
performance of the worker with a disability).
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Coworkers' previous positive contact with employees with
disabilities may also be a relevant attribute. Past experience in hiring or
working with persons with disabilities can result in positive attitudes
399
about the attributes of other employees with disabilities, by challenging
the stereotypical thoughts that people have toward individuals with
disabilities.400 In addition, positive previous contact may elicit an effect
4 01
This
that changes one's motivation and cognitive information process.
effect demonstrates the danger of employers' past denial of
accommodations, which could have prevented those past positive effects
of interaction with people with disabilities. Even if remote work generates
complexity and adds burden to teamwork, experience under COVID-19
restrictions shows that coworkers with positive previous contact and
closer ties with remote workers may view the arrangement more
positively. 402
In addition to eliciting negative reactions from coworkers, remote
work can negatively affect the productivity of a group in which any
remote worker resides, due to structural issues such as coordination
problems and difficulty with communication, as well as reduced grouplevel motivation.403 These effects can be addressed through team-centered
coordination, synchronized interaction, collaborative time management
and group coordination, redefining norms for flexibility, work
contribution and group motivation, as well as proactive availability of the
remote worker.404 Formalization of team member interactions, including
role clarification and established team boundaries to facilitate knowledge
sharing, can build identity and cohesion among team members, as
4 05
evidenced by research on the effectiveness of global teams.
At the same time, employers should consider providing the means
for more informal remote communications, such as the use of screen
avatars, to encourage casual conversation and brainstorming, which have

399. Id. at 427, 432-33 (demonstrating positive trend between high level of experience working
with disabled employees and positive attitudes towards them).
400. Corrigan et al., supra note 397, at 185.
401. Copeland et al., supra note 397, at 432, 433.
402.

See Clive Thompson, What If Working From Home Goes on... Forever?, N.Y. TIMEs MAG.

(June 9, 2020), https://nyti.ms/3ha4DEp (in person connections help to increase rates of cooperation).
403. Linn Van Dyne et al., Less Need to Be There: Cross-Level Effects of Work Practicesthat
Support Work-Life Flexibilityand Enhance Group Processesand Group-Level OCB, 60 HuM. RELS.
1123, 1125, 1128-30 (2007).
404. Id. at 1125, 1128, 1144-46.
405.

Cristina B. Gibson et al., Managing Formalizationto Increase Global Team Effectiveness

and Meaningfulness of Work in MultinationalOrganizations,50 J. OF INT'L Bus. STUD. 1021, 10221025, 1044 (2019).
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proved successful during the COVID-19 pandemic. 406 Promoting
informal communication, such as remote coffee chats between coworkers,
can enhance employees' enjoyment from their job, performance,
investment in the employer, and service to others within the
organization. 407 More frequent interaction and building a sense of "shared
identity" can also enhance communication with remote workers by
increasing the "perceived proximity" between them and their
coworkers.4 08
Regarding communication with remote workers, information
exchange should be streamlined, "carefully designed and delivered
purposefully,"4 09 and tailored to employees' needs4 1 0 With regard to team
communications, team members should include remote workers in
conversations which are relevant to them, using the range of technologies
that are available.4 1 Communication with remote coworkers can be
enhanced by choosing the appropriate method of communication based
on the context. 41 2
Providing for at least some face-to-face communications between
remote workers and coworkers can help to limit negative coworker
reaction to remote work. 413 This recommendation is supported by some
virtual team research showing that the use of computer-mediated
communication for more than 90% of the team's communications can
negatively affect task and non-task effectiveness of the team, and reduce

406. See Thompson, supra note 402 (explaining success of allowing employees to use screen
avatars).
407.

Darren Murph et al., Informal Communication in an all-remote environment, https://

about.gitlab.com/company/culture/all-remote/informal-communication/ (last visited Dec. 7, 2020);
see Amy Lui Abel & Amanda Popiela, Human Capital Management During Covid-19: Leading
Virtual Teams in a Crisis, THE CONF. BD., https://www.conference-board.org/topics/natural-

disasters-pandemics (last visited Dec. 7, 2020).
408. Michael Boyer O'Leary et al., Beyond Being There: The Symbolic Role of Communication
and Identification in Perceptionsof Proximity to GeographicallyDispersed Colleagues, 38 MGMT.
INFO. Sys. Q. 1219, 1229-1232 (2014).
409. Ying Zhu et al., Information Adequacy and Job Satisfaction During Merger and
Acquisition, 18 MGMT. COMMC'N Q. 241, 263-64 (2004).
410. Former & Roloff, supranote 42, at 356.
411. See Stevenson, supra note 324; see also Turetken et al., supra note 357, at 61 ("[R]icher
communication media indeed lead to more successful telecommuting .... ).
412. See Telework Managers: Telework Etiquette Quick Tips, TELEWORK.Gov, https://
www.telework.gov/federal-community/telework-managers/telework-etiquette-quick-tips/
(last

visited Dec. 5, 2020).
413. See Golden, supra note 391, at 1641, 1643-44, 1653-61.
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both members' commitment to the team and positive affect with the team,
4 14
although it can enhance divergent thinking and idea generation.
Based on this analysis, it can be surmised that the attributes of
coworkers influence (1) the prevalence and success of remote work
arrangements for employees with disabilities, (2) the effect of remote
work arrangements on employees with disabilities, and (3) the effect of
remote work arrangements on observers (coworkers, supervisors,
etc.). Remote work is more likely to have a positive impact on attitudes
and behaviors of both employees with disabilities and observers when (1)
coworkers are more tolerant for ambiguity, (2) coworkers are less
aggressive, and (3) coworkers have had positive contact with people with
disabilities. In addition, techniques used to enhance communications
among remote teams more generally can overcome some of the potential
4 15
concerns associated with remote work by people with disabilities.
D. Attributes of Supervisors
Supervisors play a major role in employees with disabilities' receipt
4 16
of remote work arrangements and the success of such arrangements.
Challenges include the promotion of communication between a supervisor
and the remote worker, and the effective evaluation of the performance
4
and productivity of remote workers. " The challenges associated with
remote working may be exacerbated by supervisor resistance or inability
to manage remote work arrangements, leading to denial of those
arrangements as accommodations. 4 18 This resistance can be addressed by
419
an adoption of the principles of servant leadership.

414. See Stefanie K. Johnson et al., Realities of Working in Virtual Teams: Affective and
Attitudinal Outcomes of Using Computer-MediatedCommunication, 40 SMALL GaR. RSCH. 623, 63840 (2009).
415. See Hesse, supra note 25, at 332-333.
416. See Lautsch & Kossek, supranote 346, at 10-11.
417. See Lautsch et al., supra note 336, at 811, 817.
418. See Seth Kaplan et al., UnpackagingManagerMistrust in Allowing Telework: Comparing
and Integrating TheoreticalPerspectives, 33 J. BUS. & PSYCH. 365, 366 (2018); see also Pascale
&

Peters et al., May I Work from Home? Views of the Employment Relationship Reflected in Line
Managers' Telework Attitudes in Six Financial-SectorOrganizations, 29 EQUAL., DIVERSITY
INCLUSION 517, 518-21, 528-29 (2010) ("[S]ome line managers working in organizations that have

implemented formal policies express very negative attitudes" and view telework as an idiosyncratic
deal).
419. See Dirk van Dierendonck, Servant Leadership:A Review and Synthesis, 37 J. MGMT. 1228,
1230-1232 (2011).
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Overall, "[m]anagers need to obtain the skillset needed to supervis[e]
a virtual worker."4 20 Supervisors and managers need to prioritize the
strengthening of personal relationships with remote workers so as to
engage them more effectively. 42 1 Employers allowing remote work have
long recognized that a supervisor "must establish and maintain the kind
of smooth communication that allows effective oversight of the worker
and the job being performed."4 22 Managers should develop soft skills to
"bolster communication and increase levels of trust." 42
More frequent, transparent, and effective contact between
supervisors and remote workers improves processes between members of
a team including remote workers.4 24 Remote teamwork can be enhanced
by managers who ensure communication regarding schedules and
expectations, and make an effort to develop a positive culture, as well as
Documentation of
positive relationships between team members. 42
instructions, feedback, and even the organizational culture can reduce
confusion. 4 26 Satisfaction among remote workers can be enhanced by
circumstances linked to overall job satisfaction, such as feedback and
positive relationships with supervisors as well as coworkers. 4 27 For
example, companies which offer remote work arrangements offer indepth training to both managers and employees, with a focus on how to
manage remote employees. 428
The lack of face-to-face communication between supervisors and
remote workers can be a challenge4 29 because of its impact on the sharing

&

420. Waters, supra note 275, at 36.
421. See Stevenson, supra note 324.
422. Robert C. Ford & Frank McLaughlin, Questions and Answers About Telecommuting
Programs, 38 BUS. HORIZONS 66, 68 (1995).
423. Thomas, supra note 335.
424. See Stevenson, supra note 324 ("It'simportant to make regular contact with remote workers
to keep them in the loop .... "); see also Lautsch et al., supra note 336, at 811; see also Abel
Popiela, supra note 407.
425. Jeanette Winters, Creating a Sense of Team Virtually, HR EXCH. NETWORK (Jan. 13, 2020),
https://www.hrexchangenetwork.com/hr-talent-management/columns/creating-a-sense-of-teamvirtually.
426. David Rice, Tips for Development of the Remote Workforce from a Remote Leader, HR
EXCH. NETWORK (June 1, 2020), https://www.hrexchangenetwork.com/hr-talent-management
/interviews/tips-for-development-of-the-remote-workforce-from-a-remote-leader?utm

_campaign=HRIQ-NL-20-%20JUNE%202&utnmedium=email&utm
_source=intemalemail&MAC=HRIQ%7C 1ORRDB5W&elqContactId=22522410&disc=&elqCampId=77886&utm
_content=HRIQ%20Newsletter%2006.02.20.
427. Allen et al., supra note 71, at 47-48.
428. Id. at 59.
429. Greer & Payne, supra note 342, at 98.
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Barriers to
of information, ideas, and socio-emotional cues. 43 0
communication that negatively affect the supervisor-subordinate
relationship can then decrease job satisfaction. 431 As advised by Gitlab,
self-described as the largest remote-worker employer, successful
management of remote workers is like successful management of any
company: "[i]t comes down to trust, communication, and company-wide
support of shared goals." 43 1 Supervisors should maintain frequent
communication with remote workers, to address potential isolation and to
integrate them into their work group, and to allow for exchange of relevant
information including problem-solving and coordination of work.4 33
Supervisors should also inquire about and respect team members'
434
preferences about methods and timing of communication.
Regarding the performance and productivity of subordinates,
supervisors and managers may lack trust that remote employees will
perform effectively. 435 Supervisors should rethink the adage that inperson monitoring of subordinates equates with higher productivity. 436
Remote workers should be held to the same productivity standards and
monitored at the same intensity level as in-office workers to avoid even
the perception of unequal treatment. 437 At the same time, performance

should be measured based on clearly defined, objective, and measurable
results rather than physical presence.438
For remote work to be successful, managers must learn to be good
managers, including to "set guidelines and milestones for remote workers,
specifying what has to happen by when."4 39 In addition, managers should
provide "[c]ommon objectives and goals that are clearly and consistently

430. Golden & Fromen, supra note 15, at 1453; Pamela J. Hinds & Mark Mortensen,
Understanding Conflict in Geographically Distributed Teams: The Moderating Effects of Shared
Identity, Shared Context, and Spontaneous Communication, 16 ORG. SCI. 290, 301-02 (2005).
431. Golden & Fromen, supra note 15, at 1451, 1454, 1457.
432.

Darren Murph et aL, What Not to Do When Implementing Remote: Don'tReplicate the In-

Office ExperienceRemotely, GITLAB, https://about.gitlab.com/company/culture/all-remote/what-notto-do/ (last visited Dec. 6, 2020).
433. Lautsch & Kossek, supra note 346, at 13-14.
434. Abel & Popiela, supra note 407.
435. See Kaplan et al., supra note 418, at 366, 373 (reflecting a "lack of trust regarding
employees' ability and/or willingness to achieve the same levels of performance that they could attain
while collocated with the manager in the traditional office space"); Peters et al., supra note 418, at
525 (reflecting trust as a condition for telework allowance).
436. Thomas, supra note 335.
437. Lautsch & Kossek, supra note 346, at 13; Telework Managers: Results-Oriented
Management, supranote 321.

438. Lautsch & Kossek, supra note 346, at 13; Telework Managers: Results-Oriented
Management, supra note 322.

439.

Waters, supra note 275, at 36.
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shared" and should have "clear guidelines for when and how tasks are
going to be completed,"" 0 making it easier to measure the performance
of remote workers." In addition, computer monitoring programs can
assist with the accountability of remote workers." 2
Managers may provide remote workers with less routine feedback on
performance from their direct supervisor," 3 which could impede
improvements in their performance," 4 and create role ambiguity. 4 5 Some
may recommend more intense supervision of remote workers,446 where
more frequent contact may help to integrate remote workers and increase
their helping behaviors," 7 but the level of interaction should be tailored
to employees' needs.44 8 One study found that where performance
outcome orientation is high, all employees experience higher job
satisfaction, whereas when performance outcome orientation is low,
satisfaction is highest for employees engaged in a moderate amount of
remote work.44 9 It is also important for remote workers to be recognized
for their successes to indicate their value to the employer.4 50
Given the concerns about the supervision" and control45 2 of remote
workers, supervisors and managers often need training to supervise
remote workers,45 3 including promoting the communication strategies
discussed above, which "make them feel like a part of the corporate
family."45 4 Indeed, our review of court decisions shows that the need for

440. Id. at 36.
441. Allen et al., supranote 71, at 50; Turetken et al., supra note 357, at 59; Ford & McLaughlin,
supra note 422, at 68. See also Frequently Asked Questions, U.S. OFF. OF PERS. MGMT., https://
web.archive.org/web/20080125164521/http://www.telework.gov/faqs.asp (last visited Dec. 6, 2020)
(explaning that tools for effective remote supervision can include "project schedules, key milestones,
regular status reports, and team reviews").
442.

URSULA HUWS ET AL., TELEWORK: TOWARDS THE ELUSIVE OFFICE 30-31 (1992).

443. Allen et al., supra note 95, at 146.
444.

Daniel R. Ilgen et al., Consequences ofIndividualFeedback on Behavior in Organizations,

64 J. APPLIED PSYCH. 349, 361-64 (1979).
445. Allen et al., supra note 95, at 146-48.
446. See, e.g., Abel & Popiela, supranote 407 ("Providing real-time feedback to establish trust
and allow for open, honest dialogue and problem solving.").
447. See Lautsch et al., supra note 336, at 811.
448. Abel & Popiela, supra note 407.
449. Virick et al., supra note 23, at 138, 150, 151 (performance outcome orientation is defined
as the "degree to which objective criteria are used in employee evaluation").

450.
451.

Stevenson, supra note 105.
M.P. P6rez et al., Benefits and Barriers of Telework: Perception Differences of Human

Resources Managers According to Company's OperationsStrategy, 22 TECHNOVATION 775, 778

(2002).
452. Gajendran & Harrison, supra note 71, at 1526-27.
453. Sobaski, supranote 324.
454. Berman-Gorvine, supranote 340.
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supervision has been used often as a reason to deny employees with
disabilities' requests for remote work."' Employers allowing remote
work have found that training supervisors regarding supervision of remote
workers can overcome these concerns by making them more effective.4 5 6
The above-mentioned challenges behoove effective supervisors in a
remote working context to be considerate and prioritize followers' needs
first. In addition to the training of supervisors and managers, the adoption
of principles of servant leadership can promote the success of remote
work arrangements. First, servant leadership can ensure that supervisors
are attentive to followers' needs, desires, goals, abilities, and potential and
assume the responsibility to bring out the best in their followers. 45 7
Second, servant leaders possess task knowledge and problem solving
skills to help followers and are sensitive to followers' difficulties at work
and personal setbacks. 458 Third, they put their followers first, help
followers grow and succeed, and are empowering. 45 9 Supervisors'
provision of social support for remote workers can enhance their
organizational identification. 460 Therefore, servant leaders are willing to
listen to followers' needs regarding the customization of follower work
arrangements, providing them with flexible work schedules, special task
assignments, and career development opportunities. 461 More importantly,
when considering the viability of remote work arrangements, servant
leadership enhances followers' organizational commitment, community
citizenship behavior, and in-role performance, as well as promotes high
levels of engagement. 4 62
As one expert remote manager stated,
management of a remote team requires managers to "learn to be a
feedback-loving servant leader." 463

455. See Smith v. Ameritech, 129 F.3d 857, 867 (6th Cir. 1997); Gits v. 3M, No. 99-1925, 2001
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20871 at *27 (D. Minn. June 15, 2001); Stanley v. Lester M. Prange, Inc., 25 F.
Supp. 2d 581, 584 (E.D. Pa. 1998) (finding that an employer's need to supervise employees in the
office is a valid reason to deny remote work accommodations for disabled employees).
456. Cinquegrani, supra note 11.
457. Robert C. Liden et al., Servant Leadership: Development of a MultidimensionalMeasure
and Multi-Level Assessment, 19 LEADERSHIP Q. 161, 162 (2008); see also van Dierendonck, supra
note 419, at 1232.
458. Liden et al., supranote 457, at 162-63.
459. Id.
460. wiesenfeld et al., supranote 95, at 222-23.
461. Id. at 215, 222-23, 225.
462. van Dierendonck, supra note 419, at 1247-49; Liden et al., supra note 457, at 174.
463. Rice, supranote 426.
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These attributes make servant leadership a particularly conducive
4
style when working with employees with disabilities. " Because of their
disabilities, these employees desire someone to understand their special
needs and help customize goals around their abilities and potential.
Indeed, servant leaders act on their knowledge of followers and adjust
their leader behavior accordingly.465 Servant leaders are more likely to
realize that remote work is a necessity rather than a convenience for
employees with disabilities.
Because servant leaders create a culture within their work unit so that
466
coworkers
coworkers emulate and embrace the value of serving others,
are more likely to support remote work arrangements for employees with
disabilities and help those employees achieve productivity through virtual
work.
Thus, the above-described attributes of supervisors influence (1) the
prevalence and success of remote work arrangements for employees with
disabilities, (2) the effect of remote work arrangements on employees with
disabilities, and (3) the effect of remote work arrangements on observers
(coworkers, supervisors). Employees with disabilities are more likely to
obtain remote work arrangements and remote work is more likely to have
a positive impact on attitudes and behaviors of both employees with
disabilities and observers when (1) supervisors affirmatively promote
communication and team building, (2) measure performance objectively,
and (3) adopt a servant leadership style.
CONCLUSION

This review of the current practice of remote work arrangements for
employees with disabilities supports a new framework to guide future
decision-making on remote work as an accommodation for employees
with disabilities. This analysis of court decisions regarding remote work
as an accommodation shows that employers are still reluctant to allow
employees with disabilities to work remotely, even where remote work
Indeed, forty to forty-two percent of federal
would be possible.
employees reported resistance from top management; similarly, resistance

464. See van Dierendonck, supra note 419, at 1230-31 (explaining that the ultimate goal of
servant leaders is serving followers and fostering positive relationships).
465.

ROBERT C. LIDEN ET AL., THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF LEADERSHIP & ORGANIZATIONS

365 (David D. Day ed., 2014).
466. Liden et al., supra note 457, at 162.
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from immediate supervisors is one of the most commonly reported
obstacles to a remote work arrangement. 467
Employers' definition of essential job duties and policies regarding
remote work receive considerable deference from the courts reviewing
accommodation claims, emphasizing the negative aspects of remote work
rather than considering its benefits for employees with disabilities. 4 68
Moreover, these broad prohibitions of remote work ignore the widespread
possibilities of remote work across a range of industries. This review of
court decisions demonstrates that many courts, and at least some
employers, often are not engaging in an individualized analysis of whether
remote work would be a reasonable accommodation for an employee with
a disability.469 Instead, employer policies and practices regarding remote
work are dictating whether remote work is deemed reasonable for a
particular employee. This failure to engage in individualized analysis not
only ignores the ADA's mandate,4 70 but also fails to recognize the
research regarding remote work, which shows its benefits in many work
situations.
Employers who deny remote work as an accommodation for
employees with disabilities and court decisions that uphold those denials
fail to recognize that remote workers with disabilities can be highly
effective and efficient. 4 7 1 Because remote workers display higher job
satisfaction and turnover less frequently, 472 providing remote work as an
accommodation for an employee with a disability can have the same
effect. 473 Thus, both employers and courts should consider the efficiency,
productivity, and satisfaction of remote workers with disabilities in
determining whether remote work is a reasonable accommodation. This
consideration should include relevant factors at the organizational,
team/supervisor, and individual (employees with disabilities and
In theory, these factors not only influence the
coworkers) levels.
https://
(2015),
TRENDS IN WORKPLACE FLEXIBILITY 11
467. WORLDATWORK,
www.worldatwork.org/dA/10dc98de55/Trends%20in%20Workplace%20Flexibility%20%202015.pdf.
468. See WEF white Paper, supra note 49.
469. See infra Appendix A.
470. U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, EEOC-CVG-2003-1, ENFORCEMENT
GUIDANCE ON REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION AND UNDUE HARDSHIP UNDER THE ADA (2002).

&

471. See Blanck & Marti, supra note 129, at 359.
472. See Allen et al., supra note 71, at 47-48; Vega et al., supra note 71, at 316; Gajendran
Harrison, supra note 71; Morganson et al., supra note 14; Virick et al., supra note 23; Golden, supra
note 86, at 182-83.
473. Travis, supra note 107, at 352-53 (showing that flexible work arrangements can reduce
"turnover and retraining costs, lower absenteeism, increase productivity, enhance recruiting, and
lower overhead costs").
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prevalence and success of remote work for employees with disabilities,
but impact the effect of such work arrangements on both employees with
disabilities and their coworkers.
This review of court decisions reveals that despite the increasing
popularity of remote work at the workplace and the ADA's requirement
for employers to provide reasonable accommodations, employees with
disabilities still face a difficult time in obtaining remote work
arrangements. 474 Such findings are in sharp contrast to the research
evidence demonstrating potential benefits of employee remote
Acknowledging the importance of employees with
working. 475
disabilities in the workforce, this proposed theoretical framework should
encourage a broader view of the viability of remote work for employees
with disabilities. Under this approach both employers and courts
reviewing ADA claims can better determine when remote work is a
reasonable accommodation under the ADA. Such a broader approach will
provide greater access to remote work so as to expand the ability of people
with disabilities to participate productively in the labor market.

474. See, e.g., Humphrey v. Memorial Hospitals Assoc., 239 F.3d 1128 (9th Cir. 2001); Bixby
v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, No. 10C405, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32974 (N.D. Ill. Mar 8, 2012);
Hampson v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., No. 1:12-CV-00258, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 192061
(N.D.N.Y. Mar. 26, 2015).
475. WEF white Paper, supra note 49; Bloom et al., supra note 102; O'Toole, supra note 102.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF COURT CASES ANALYZED

Abbate v. Cendant Mobility Servs. Corp., No. 3-03-cv-1858, 2007 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 50623 (D. Conn. July 13, 2007)
Abraham v. Bd. of Regents of the Univ. of Wis. Sys., No. 15-cv-1 l16-pp,

2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 61701 (E.D. Wis. Apr. 8, 2020)
Abram v. Fulton Cnty. Gov't, 598 F. App'x 672 (11th Cir. 2015)
Adams v. District of Columbia, 50 F. Supp. 3d 47 (D.D.C. 2014)
Allen v. Babcock & Wilcox Tech. Servs. Pantex, LLC, No. 2:12-cv-

00225-J, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 146251 (N.D. Tex. Oct. 19, 2013)
Altendorfer v. Kroll Ontrack, Inc., No. 04-4822, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
30418 (D. Minn. May 12, 2006)
Amsel v. Texas Water Dev. Bd., 464 F. App'x 395 (5th Cir. 2012)
Anzalone v. Allstate Ins. Co., No. 93-2248, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1272
(E.D. La. Jan. 30, 1995)
Appel v. Inspire Pharms., Inc., 428 F. App'x 279 (5th Cir. 2011)
Armstrong v. Rolm A. Siemans Co., No. 97-1222, 1997 U.S. App. LEXIS
31898 (4th Cir. Nov. 13, 1997)
Barnhart v. DaimlerChrysler Corp., No. 06-cv-13305, 2008 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 7005 (E.D. Mich. Jan. 31, 2008)
Becerra v. EarthLink, Inc., 421 F. Supp. 2d 1335 (D. Kan. 2006)
Bethscheider v. Westar Energy, Inc., No. 16-4006-CM, 2019 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 166837 (D. Kan. Sept. 27, 2019)
Bilinsky v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 928 F.3d 565 (7th Cir. 2019)
Bisker v. GGS Info. Servs., No. 1:cv-07-1465, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
53879 (M.D. Pa. June 2, 2010)
Bixby v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. 10C405, 2012 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 32974 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 8, 2012)
Black v. Wayne Ctr., No. 99-1225, 99-1249, 2000 U.S. App. LEXIS
17567 (6th Cir. filed July 17, 2000)
Bogers v. Rossmar & Graham Cmty. Ass'n Mgmt., No. 2:10-cv-02523-

REJ, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 66133 (D. Ariz. May 11, 2012)
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